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He ry Chauncey) Jr.: Thank you vere.much. I admire .theee of you whe ten
arnle a-lovely day like tedey en come into a scienhe lecture hall where.the

cur ains are drawn.:

The quality of -.the people Who are going to speak to you is-extra-
ordinary, and 1: thougtit I might, hen I first eawthe,list, run a little tote
eheetfor you and tell you Who's' est,. but ap I looked at it I decided_ I'd
better'not because they are all very good. Yotilabettet follow your own
instincts aa:ta.wila xdu listen 'to. They Are all well worth hearing, I'can
proMiee you that,

One of my responeibilitiea s Secretaty'of the University is the
ionphip between'Yale on the o e hand and the State of Connecticut and lb

the City of New Haven on the; otter., And obviously within that responsibility
I rust upend a gopd deal of time on, the question of education and-what Yale's
tole'shduld-bein public secondary and elementary \edUcation within thie
.state', as well as particularly of course within NeW Hagen. This, is a difficult
problem','ind the only thing I can say to yoU is that we have come to'one)
conclusion: we have too be very, very' careful about' what role we play. -Its
terribly tempting for vnatienal university to think'thetit knowall the
answers.2. I think it's perfectly clear to me that we are not experts in the
field4 clearn which you are experts. It is clear me, hoWever, that. we 'have
some resources which can be helpful to you as you, go about your job'. Titer

fore I'think the real role that a universitYl.ikeTale can play' is the role
of,sharing its resources with those of you who'know_ ,beet how 6 use those
_resour ea -in- accomplishing your own tasks.

'se
It is not a good idea for a priVate national University, in my opinion,

to run laboratory, schools thereby' think, detracting from the e ality of
educatien'in some-of the other schools. It is a good idea, how for us,
to bend over backwards to 'try to bring ta your institutions our ources.'
I will,say just a word about some of the things we are. doing

The History Education Project. you know about. It is perhaps the most
solid, the most vital program that we have going. We_are ales admittingto
our undergraduate classrooms juniors and seniors from New Haven high schools,,
free, 01 Charge...baped-on the recommendation of counselors, and this.eCemeto..
be very importa4 not only frbm our point\ of 'view"in recruiting some of these
students to come to Yale, but also in setting a tone and the Standard which
these students then may decide to take baCk-to their own schools. We have.
summeraemester here which in comparable\to the normal fall or spring

semester, and wehave admitted some of.the\New Haven high school teachers
to that semester free of charge. It reall is an enrichment opportunity/
those who o-went to 'pursue new work ,or. further work' In theirown field.

we. are trying to expand thin_ sharing of resources, but'. we're going to
do it slowly. I would welcome from any of u a letter or a-note about ways
in which you think this university can share i 6 resources,short of trying
to become an expert in the field.

I welcome you here.; I hope you have a good day.- I hope-that it will
be productive, for you and through that we will have done something.for the
state and for your particular, organization. Thank you-very much and welcome
to Yale,



Traumatic

fjee ionsen_TheiriMoral 'end Religioun mpact

-tfesoor7AydneY E. Ah,letreila

ddiem and'Oentlemen:

The presentation I am going to give today is an abrid ed version-of

an essay in which I have been asked to assess the impact ofl "The Traumatic

Years" on the ethical aed'religious attitudeo and practice in.the-United
States, I am undecided as yet at, to the title I shall use, bt ; i
thcighE,ofusing a New Yorker cartoon published during these years as II logo

or-headoote. It depicts 'a college student' of the period,,in.the usual jean

and *iith'a back-paak and guitar. He id addressing the woman 'tending the

Travelers Aid denk in a railroad statioh: 'Who .am I and where am I going'?"

The questloil has many tame.. Ilest'obviouely it expresses the uncertainties

-about.self-hopd and purpose; that the period produced. In a large series it

could he'tak4n as expressive of the befuddlement and ideological confusion

into which theAhole nation had-fallen by the time the.era came to an end.

ha I approach the difficult task of making a plausible estimate
ways in which American attitudes were changed during this stormy time I am
reminded of Ralph Waldo Emerion'n essay, "Fate," which WA written in the
early 1850's. He opened with a reference to several lecturers In-Boston and

. Hew York who had been seekincto define'"the spirit of, bhe time0" but he

was skeptical bf the whole enterprise. "we are incompetent to solVi the

timea," he said. "Our geoFetry cannot span the huge orbits of the prevailing
ideas, behold their return an&recontile their opposition. We pan only obey
our own polarity." Ale then went on to speak of the Turks' sense of a.pre-'

.

-ordained destiny, bf the Hindus' patient reeignation, aed of our own-
Calvinists in New England in the last generation ". who showed somethipg of
thesamm dignity. "They felt that the weight of the universe held them
their place." Providende, Emerson went on to say, "has a wild and...rough and
incalculable road to its endi and it is ne use to't.ry to.whitewash 'its huge
instrument in the clean white shirt and white neck cloth of the students of
divinity. -

Since-I'agrei with .him on.the difficulty of diecerning,the signs of
the timer- Iam Odewhat-intimidated by my present task. ,-I must also express
my misgiv ngs. about,history, though it is my profession, and though l'am
prepared 0-argue hat history:is very n arly the ultimate discipline. Th
trouble i that w annot really explai the present unlesp we have some

hold oti Alice Rossi, example, in a'recent article on
the qUest ono Phil e'en and divorce, emphasizes the necessity of, taking
account even the biologiCal_pasX.' She speaks of how women have a liter-
ally ins inctive propensity to hold a baby for the firat times in their left
arm. An if.we,go on to the more important questions of historical 21.8Eg17
cane, we meet'the mordastounding predicament-that, as TeillarddeChardin
put it: we can not evaluate the significance of anything unless or until we-
have beheld the terminus of the sequence of which it is a part. And one could,.
I suppose, carry this notion to its limit ana,suggest that only_with,a God's
eye view of the last things could questiohs of significance be settled.
Jonathan EdWards thought that was the case, so he studied the Bfble for a

Cclue.- And it would seem that at least some of this:rubbed off on Perry Miller,
the great American.historian,of PUritaniaM. He said.on one occasion, after



receiviniVen
.

his historical, that one thing which

diStinguishedhim m,the eminent hiaterians of_the century was that

he, unlike, theta, Bias able to-entertain the vrOpoilitien.the,t'America-itself

.may iri.'the king' run not be any more significant thanthe--ephemerel empire' Of

the Tarkhian0"..: 14ot-being a prophet :or a- seer, I approach this. present_

question with 'full awareness of 14s precarious stalls.
.

The first ,principle 1 would-like to establish, hOwever, is, that-in

addressing the question of moral and%religpus change we must not narrow
our concern "to, .those who are members of churches and synagogues. I tampon

all of us,could agree thAt many-of the most religions people we know have

M.fliculties with such institutions. On the other hand, many who do'atten

are there out of habit and not seriously krme-of the most religious people

I knoware fiercely agnostic, but they cannot. escape the reli 'us Inoue.

la'a matter of fact nobody can. I sometimes wonder if there nytbing

religious about the phototropic aspirations of a sun-flower; but I have no'

ddubts'whateveryhen it comes to mentally competent human beings.- I don't

thinkI- know-of an.historical figure whose religious life could,nor be

described if personal documents were at hand.... There hallo been excellent

studies cif George Washington and Benjamin Franklin for example. And .I would

j
have to say-the same thing of students-who come bp-my door. I remeMber0 e,

for example who came in after. reading Will.Herberg's Illpsitaat-Catholic7 ew
(1955), in which the problem of the third generation immigrant ie treated.
Herbetg invokes "Hansenl.,aw" that what the second generation tries to forget

the third generation tries to remember. But the student insisted padsionately
that he 'was a fourth generation Jew and that 1r wanted 'to forget the whole

damn thing. But then after a while without any prompting from me, he went

on in the most earnest and thpughtful'way to tell of how he had reconstitUted
his understanding of his place.in the world; the moral grounds of his behavior4

and his hopes for the future'. And Bo it ini . unbelief is displaced by belief.
Evorybody, has some sense of priorities. -Everybody haa to explain hie or-her

'remorse or guilt. Everybody must define 43 relationship of some sort to the

encompassing society* country. 'Indeed these affections or resentments.'
toward a nation -are Among the most important of religious impulses,especial
in the United States which more than any other country ha- een so sure that

it 'was a special object of .divine ,providence.

Paul Tillich insisted that the religious life is,shaped by an'individ
ual's ultimate,concern; and hg-also gave this view a social bearing very.

important for air present concern! "Religion is the_subetance of culture

culture is the form of religion." Perhaps, it goes without saying that it is

With somewhat.aimilarrviewn that I discus° the changing 'value structures that
reshaped many ©f. the aspirations of Americans during the Traumatic Years..
These were times when the, intentionality. of many individuals was.profoundly'
altered,' and when immense amounts of energy fioWed into new socialiehannels,
For lack Of'such interest many other, movements and institutions expired. In

the long run, therefore., I shall argue,the country itself was transformed.
In fact, I sometimes see a parallel between this period's passionate efforts
-and, that of the Puritan Party in England, which gra4ually defined itsaspira7
tions in 'a way that 'contributed heavily to the.outbreak of a civil war and
many permanent changes in the entire social iorder.both in America as weal as

England.' I shall argue today that something similar happened in Atherica ddr n
these years, except that now it was the Puritan Ethic and the behavior it
encouraged that was now be` tag criticized or repUdiated. But that is to get

ahead of the story.



The Traumatic 'Years' as -defined for,,predent purposed is Chat eventful

the
- _

Kennedy
IA- period -been the Elo-CEJOH-of president e end the collapse of the

JamricanAi jrn-Southeast Asia under president .Ford.. Other. brackstr. %A._ ad,
t

* Aq-couresi biajestified._%But.in:any cesamy approachto the prdhlem f under-

tending this time.of stress is to remind ourselves.. of America)dhilng,the

ors of the Eisenhower administration which provides an interesting' start,

ing point.: .fdt comparisons with the America of the 1970's.'
_

In, retrospect it is an. extra dinarY time, a halcyon _t

expectations. -Yet when ,college students read about it, they d themselves

entering a world .that seeme, as remote from the world they, kno ea Tolkien'a

Lord of the '
One group at Yale,even Put'on a musical re eta to call back

what they'remembered of Bobby socks, pleated: skirts: and adntimental love eonge.

They assigned Elvis and he Beatles tertheAucceeding era. To an age .group

of students who abserbed the ideological :,hymnody of Joan Baez aria tdb.Sylan

as well as ear - splitting hard rock, the older period seemed sweet.and super-!

ficial. Yet,therejire more serious things to consider,

.
Tho.basic fact is that America in those yeah gained the father figure

they wanted after.thq poet-war readjustments had been made and4zherilhe Pres-

ident had t.an end to the Korean War:. The dominant.faet was the'econo-
=

mit boom, fn- d by Unsatisfied demands that-stretched back to.the Great

Depreoaion. Industrial expansion aril the. reorganization of cerperate structures

were major features Of change. Spurred, by9 t-he comMolitemeat of the,interstate

highway aysiem and by .vnat increases in white collar*emplOyment,_suburban.

hoUsing and shopping plazasblanketed the hills, and, valleys-. Status 'anxieties

became.a major subject-of sociological inveetigation, Two of the afloat:widely

read .studies were:David Riesman'a Lonely Crowd with its famous goodbye tip the

interdti gyroscope of Puritan..vintage and the *mergence of the other-directed

suburbanite. Equally timely was WilltemWhytes-The.Orgenization Man with

itswarninga of the alienation that lay aheacLiaa culture dominated by ever

moraimpersonal triodes of conducting the nation's business% Mos.tbheic, per-

:haps, was the pace of etonomic growth and 'the expectationa it create4.

There were cemplementarydevelopmonts in the religious sphere,. som
of which were analyzedjn the work. of Berberg mentioned. above.- lie was to a

large degree explaining the unexpected growth of meMbership in both Christian

and Jewish contexts. lie concluded that religious affiliation,tn the three

separate "melting pots " -arose chiefly as a-mode of celebreting and identifying_

\with the American:Way of Life. But there-were more evident reasons for the

reiigiousrevival than that. Perhaps most important was theJleed for meaning-

ful- human relationships among.the uprootadsohlsjivingin newly

suburban homes. Something of the depth of, these needs is suggested by4the.
enormous popularity of books of religtove counsel. Rabbi Liebman'e Peace

Mind and Harry OverstreeeaThe Mature Mind were amoSiLthe most widely Teed.

But the man who eclipsed all the otherswas undoubtedr5,- Norman Vincent peale,

first with his Guide t© Confident LiviteLand then .the record-breaking Power

of Positive Thinking. It is possible that his heavy emphasia on getting -

ahead hurt as many people as it has helped.__ Yet the new kind.of hunger for

spftitual counsel clearly bespoke the emergence of the new trend in American

religion that philip Rieff describes in TheTrium-h.ofthe Thera eutie (196'6).

_the one.work which deserves remembrAnce as a minor classic was Anne Morrow
Lindbergh's Gift from the___Sea,. a meditation on the uses of solitude that
quite directly addreesed.the predicament of married women, suggesting modes
of thought And-life that would overcome the-Zerrissenheit the thrn-,.to-pieces-

,



-rn living ".

he later wow
also
Vement,

mpanying these various religious ' impulses unmistakable

ivai of. patriotic piety. The president himself noatributed to'this ,trend _

,

h his famous insistence that no governmsnt could exist wifhout falth, "and

don't care in what." Congress followed suit Wfith bills that male IN ablY,WE

T UST the national motto and added the words "tinder God" tcrthe Pledge Of

Allegience. The American Legion sponsored a back i0.4od itour and varioils

eminent figures in the,govototeut neonaared prayer breakfasts. So pervasive

this "piety on the .Potomac"thgone observer speCulated that even the
women of easy virtue must be approaching their street clientele with the
words )'Abide with me; fast -falls the eventidetut enough of this. -Ma'
days of the. Eisenhower Ravivel were superficially another Era 01 GO04 Feelings,
especially on Wall: Street. More profOundly it wan a time that pxpe _elm

malaise Of inisinesa civilisation and many signs of, those vague foxy

nentiment which Max Scheler had diagnOsed.- The President himself rolled

his awareness that all was, not in his well-known warning aboilt the litary-

:iadustrisl complex" that dominated' the Public scene. Even- thia brief glance.

at the decade; however, reminds us of fow greatly Americ would change during _.I

the next fteen years

The election of a Roman-Catholie as president in 1960 nerved by itself

to mark an epoch in American-religious and political4isfory: For Vast num-
beta of Ttoteatanta it was a shocking experience -- made worse very soon by
he Supreme dolyt's decision on Bible reading and other religious ceremqiesi

in the schools. Technically 'one could now speak of "post-Christian America."
But the full impact of this changecannot'he gauged without an account of the
nearly contemporaneous eldttion of Pope John XII1I. His reV914tiOn in a few

years virtually extinguished the. Counter-EeformatiOn,and dpsned a new age of

ecumenism which in many ways instilled new.self-confidence and easertivgbass
in the country's many, ethnic communities. `Sociologists were soon to sp4a6 of

the passing of WASP.dominance in American affairs. That was -a premature
judgment, but it is, nevertheless interesting, that in the very next natidnal
cledtion the Republican Party (I) nominated a Jew and a Catholic to head its
party ticket, without any nativist repercussions aypearing during the whole
electoral process. Barry Goldwater, to be sure, was an Epsicopaliaft.but,in
other time Such subtle distinctions had never prevented overt expressions of
prejudice. During the Sixties one may observe the virtual passing,Of dthno-
phobia (as distinguished from ream)" from the American scene.

In many\other respects, however} the Kennedy yearn notdia ontinu-
ous-With.the recent The Cod War.,continuedwith_inc aced armaments,

the Bay of Pigs and the Missile drisis. The economic-situation remained
Strong.. In his inaugural. as in other epeechee.he maintained the nation's

religion." For these 'reasons some would see the Traumatic Years as
beginning with the disenchantment which followed the assassination of this
popular young-president. Yet such au6stions are at best arbitrary,::and it is

-.more productive toconsidet the remarkable aeries of transformatoty impulses

that did emerge in this decode;

P

Opening most quietly was the environmental awakening which is o
traced to Rachel-Carson's Silent Wing, (1962). Its impact rom the-fi



was remarkable and befo
them long moribund) be? ame

.61160 Cane very serly. Where

'mince the time of Theodore k

many organleetions and iiovementa (come of

ive. in _certain limit i nreiso legislation
.the whole Rubjett had almost been forgotten.
evelt it now Weed widely and affected the

peragnal.sttitudes and behaviour df many. An the movement widened it also

discovered many ramifications fiftthe,problem. Philonophically and thetllogi-

cally the,quention of tale relationehipe of hntute And human being became
pertinent.f and still Mere controversial were the questions aske4,about the
implications of biblical teething-and the Puritan ethic for the ruthless
kinde of exploitation which Americenn had taken for granted or even lauded

as Virtuous. Ih'suedeeding yearn the broad quention of%energy and American
waate became involved; and elan th'e'nhameleen percentage of the world's

energy that America consumed. With the publicationn of the Clpb of Rome

and many other specialintri question of plreretary eurvival was debated,
and'also the thieff a stead strata economy. Finally in the energy ciTists
of.1973-74 the.faeta of life`werebbrought home to everyone. Yet the historic

`elimai did not c!Sir14 uetil 1977 whOti Prenident C ter'n addresn to the nation ,

on bin energy prOpoaale marked the end otlohe era and the beginning,of another',

even if nlow to recOgnize the fact.

Moving on a similar Lime-table wan, what fo ack of a better name,

can be naked the sexual revoidtion. Serving are a announcement of its

emergence wan Betty Friedan'a The Feminine llyrttigne of 1961. Har primary.

..interest was the new feminism and th ation of equality., theughhere7egain
one must .nay that her book wan but a chip on the titling Lida of revinioninm
on nexual and sexist limes dial _wan engulfing the entire culture. WW1. ne
wore being rained on, matters of birth-control, contraception, pornography,
hemosexuality, abortion and many nub-inneen. Nearly all of the churchen
including'the Vatican appoiffted comminniona, and nearly every level of govern-
mentfrom municipalltien to he Supreme Cburt wan changing the related lawn.
t e Equal Right Amendment has not an yet beep panned, but in more important

the lbws have been bypasned by actual shiftn,in popular morel. In one

o the mod' contsovernial of all moven, moot of the churehealinVe begun
wining women to thn Chrietian ministry, while thone that have nut, including

the Roman Catholic, are being forced to change many traditional pZacticen.
Even, no there have been huge demianionn of nervy and priests from their
religipum voeationn. Underlying alltof thin, moreover, are n net of funda-
mental queecione that tire letrinaically religious. And when. they_ are neriounly

conaidered, they, like ecological !loam! rip, .rte riericiba quentionn about

the nocial implicationa of the dire B.l aryl grey lition, Chrlatian'and Jewiah.,

Almont everyone, men and women alike, rrc forced to 6onnider the wa
in which the Biblical or Judea-Chriatian tradition an a whole conducen
nexium just an it duet to the exploitation of nature. Agitation by the vat
owl branches ofi the..womo's movement ntill cont./newt, but nobody could deny
that vast shift in attitudes Win already taken place, including n counter-
movement by those who are thrc citt ns d by the new outlook.,

Unqueytionnbly one of .the ntrong utirnuleintn for the womehin Movement
was the end of the civil righta movement and the emergence of a(Militant
demand for BlaCk'Pewer in June 1966. Ely the time of. Martin 'tether King'n

anuansination in 1968, it wan clear at'the Lori-del:al civil rightn
movement had been tranaformnd. "We_ ttlaall overcome...-. Bliick and White together"

wan replaced by a "Black Connctounnens" movement which drastically, 01tered the
agenda of whit7 liberal gradual iam. A period o polArization ensued Half



dialefOusly Olsc if they weren to act the principle

-htti th A flea die, the pie USW wiiiiid Re r ti r A turvelatah

this nett Militane' produce a wideepread at and deepened

sperms of the need f,or more rapid, governpentally supported °AffitmatiVe*
idlri and among with this a deeper senne of existing Injuotiee wag brought

home to many Americans. Tits d1ntaitce trav_led sinctt President Elnenhowet

ordered National Guardemen t i jlt bay_onets to stand fit; the door of Central

High School In Little Rock wan enormounveqii)-theigh one must )110 inept
that unnumbered millions (some Alx 30 million) of Rlack'and SpsntAh spesk fig
people still conntltute A mil reservoir of radical dincontent in thin meat

affluent Of nations,

The chief ertplixn otI of the le hotrever, wag provoked
Johnnona repudiation of him L,Amp poal -tion with a drnatl e P _I_ n

the eonntryfn military Involvement in Vietnam dUring the tate winter and

spring of 1465. Coupledsan it WAR with the inequities of an- out-dated Am m
ofronecriptton. A militant and largely youthful Movement of dipaent grope,
An a vent credibility gap began to open up between presidential, nincementa
and dinrovered realities, the movement became larger, more militant, and more
profoundly critical of the entire "Spitemi" Including nearly all inatitutiona
or higher learning. 'so ,Large and vehement did this-movement become that a
pOwerful end Ambicionn prenident chugs-a not to neek re-election. nut hta

soccenzeor win no more aocceasful in quelling the reafetance, In fact. As

the war dragged on the eritical c_ongt_ltOency grew Larger, Perhips the peaV

of the protest came In the-spring of 1970 after the invnnion of Cnmbodia and
the student-killinge at Jeekeon State and Kent Stale. The chaotic denuo0Ment

did not occur, however, until the spring of 1975, when an uneleCtid President
Ford, while inaugurating the Bicentennial Ern at Lexington and Concord had
to apend moat of him time healing with the dinette collapge of the American
regime tn ) Ely that time the American "civil religion" had fallen

into dinatray. Before r nt, however, the compounding problems of Watergate
had nuhmerged the entire Nixon ALm(itlatratlun and at the same t. line begun to

dissipate the American'a confidence in nil
itn traditional foreign And domestic pqiic

endemic.
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award secelarleation of the biblical tradition had been more or le en

Fart in Xurope for two or ihree:,.centurles. it had been largely ignored

in Ametlett, with the of felt thAtthe,1960's became a time of shaking founda-

tions, of '.wakening to reality, And a feeling that religione beliefs nhould
cohere with one's ordinary wAyA of underetAnding the world.- And some credence
IA given to this interpretation by the ways In which many people, very often

college students and their centemporariee, have found religione satisfaction
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cal deManda but which do provide specific disciplines for meditafion and
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einiRevolutio

-4rfOfel8tt

the Green tt*volution'fle,Sustain

First of all, let's characterize modern agricti1?ture it is.,
Fad in Ibia country in a very brief way. 'iThere ere certainly le
4 today than there were aeveral years ago.- Approximately:a hued

.

go, let's Say in the, Ignie. ninety-five Petcent of the United: Stab
ion worked in .agriculture. Today, leap than fiVe percent are em-

d in,agficultut4. In 1970 therpwere thirty-tWo firiera,
-y percent of the,. total populfition. fund 1971 only approximataly'nin

farmara, down to lese.thati'fiVe percent Of the total.pOpnlatioS.

in Eighteenth.Century Cohnecticut ninety percent of the'inhabitan
ived'on the farm. Presently, of COnnectieUtte three mjllion people',

than eight thousand aura faie..

rosin

in t

numb
Stet

The second chardcteiietic of agriculture as practiced in this
pry today in that we haVe"lenn. eirSW. In 1920 the, total number f farms
in country wan apiroximetely nix and.a half millie and in 1972 the
r of farms was dow4to n. "Lhe number of working farwin-the

Connecticut in 1.977 WAR five hundred.

third aspect of mode culture is the /mount and distribution
of lava land. Threekluartere p human food cornea from the world's crop
land. -Eleven percent of the glOtoie land surface in arable'or fermable.
The U.S. in fortunate to have twenty- five ,percent arable land. Thie totale
Proxitemtely four hundred and ieventy million acre., andeighty-one percent
that, four hundred and aeventy acree is in fact'under cultivation.

if we were to try and dev p the remaining able-iand in this.
country, we would have to drain awarapa would' have to irrigate dee°

would have to grade irregular ipYri n. Certainly thd beet arable land is
already in production in.thia couKtrY. But very substantial crop landin
loat annually to urbanization and highways, renervoira and airports. Each
year approximately two and'onq half million acres are lost. Since'1945 the
total lose to-other tilled wee approximately forty-five'million acreso,or-an
ayea nearly the'aize of that of the State of Nebraska. Presently strip mining
directly diatusbaapproxtmately one hundred and fifty-three thousand acres
a year, and in tact if we opt for President Certer'neuggeution of mOra
intana (-Coal, we can expect that that total lone to strip mining
swing to increase substantially.

Actually norm new crop 1 n created, apt total a

acreage in thin reentry right no not all, that nubetantially different
thaA it Wes several decades ago. The important thing to,realiza,lhOwever,-in

there hat been a nhlft to 1 ea productive aereage,-in other words, the
aege that haN beep brought into production has been done

y inv.entent. It haa to be f rrlgatc4, -it hap to be graded
ned, or otharwine treated.

prOdUCtiOl! Is up mid cc'rrenpondin
tnotte aupplied er farm rker in

y.. form labor. in iown. The,.

940 .wan eleven... The number



of persons supplied-per farm worker in .1971 was fifty. Corn production,

for example, is a striking case study. Corn production per acre-in 1939

'W40 thtZtY'bUelleiS of "corm.. In 1972 the production was up to ninety-five

buahels per acre, over a threefold increase. -Similar success stories -can

be demonstrated for sorghum and several other'crops. In the past few yearki,

however, yields per acre of corn sorghum, wheat and soybeans have.failed

to" gain ar have declined.

Far ineome is up. Gross farm income in 1960 was thirty-eight million
dollarsin Ois country, and in 1976it'was up to fifty-eight million dollars.
In 1974 a typical lowa-farmer with two hundred and'fifty acres grossed,

approximately fifty thousand dollars a year. He may net approximately

seventeen toeighteen thousand dollars per year.

In years past we have had enormous surpluses of grain, in particular,

and o her crope and we have been forced into an extraordinary storage situa-

tion. We have also been forced to pay growers not to farm because of sur-

pluses. A few years ago we began intensively exporting a lot of!our farm

'productsto Russia and to other foreign countries, and this depleted all our

surpluses. And just a few years ago we'were in a situation with very, very

little surplus at all in this` country.

Nov presently we are creeping back-to a surplus situation because
-

Soviet Uniciw7end other,countries have had very good crop years and our fore

demand for Term prodfidte has dedreased dtamatieally. But. nevertheless the

generaf trend has, been for an increase' in farm exports.

Food costs, as you all are well aware, are tremendous, but America
still have the loWest relative food costs in the world. At present the

Average U.S. family spends less than seventeen percent of its disposable 1

income for food, and if you compare that with some other countries, Great
Britain-is at twenty-two percent, France,twenty-one percent, Japan, twenty-
three percent, Algeria, fifty -four- percent, - Tunisia, sixty-,six.percent,' and

so on. So while our costs are very high,'the percentage of disposable income-

.
spent by people in this country on food is still relatively low,

--SO in summary of U.S. agrIculture as it exists at this point, we have

fewer farm ,-..we:haVe less farmers, we have in some areas redigtribution of
farm land to'llower quality areas in terms of productivity, we have increased
production, increased terming income, increased farm'exports, and relatively

low food costs. All of this essee4ally embodies the green revolution, that
is, lots of food, little labor, .4nd relatively low cost. The revolution has

been taking place intensively,inthis country tat, Approximately thirty-five
years-and haa been taking gnce4n'some develop n countries for the last

ten years.

At this point it is very appropriate for those of us in erested-in-
history and environmental quSlity, to ask some questions about the green
revolution. -For example, how was it accomplished? Can. it contiue to expand

our food production? Is it a strategy that can be exported to otharcounteies
that do not have it right now? Are:--there undesirable environmentit or ecologi-
cal consequences that are associated with the' green AriUtion? -neve are
very complex questions to senswer4 I am going to-coneentrate my remarks (31-

selected'elemente of the green revolution.' I am going tO,stay away from
sociology, and -there are some obvioUaly enormoualyimportant

,.
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things that have happened, I am.going to stay away from economics, which
is somethingI know relatively little about,-and I am going to talk about
the on- the - ground biological parts of this-green revolution.

The six major components that'I am going to talk about are seed, feed,

fertilizer-.,fertilize, crepprotectionenergy and irrigation. propose that theae,

are the six primary on-the-ground, biolipigical ingredients of the green revolu-

tion:.

Let's look at them in turn. Seed first. ,We,have genetitally,improved

arieties. Keep in mind that of the seven hundred-thousand spedies of plants
in the world, there are only eighty,thousand that are edible. Only three
thousand of these eighty thousand are normally, considered crop plants,' end -

only ten percent, or three hundred species are in abundant use. And in fact,
only twelve species provide ninety percent of all edible crops, and the.iead-
ing crops in order of importance are as follows: rice,,whent, corni potatoes,
soybeans, sorghum, barley, rye, millet, casava, sweet potatoes, and coconut.

Now, there has been a great deal of selection and ajot of genetic
engineering with most of these crop plants, and there have been some striking
'success stories. For example, the International Rice,Research,Inatitute
the Philippines developed a variety of rice'over a five, year period that has
increased production of rice in the Philippines. In one Philippine site,
yield increased from seven hundted and ten -.to ten thousand pounds per acre.
This strain, termed IR 8, has been introduced to other. Asian countries and
has-Incre40Ad average rice yields wherever it has been planted two to four

times. Since the development of IR 8 it has been planted on twenty
acres in Turkey, India, Pakistan, and the Philippines.

Corn is another striking example of. genetic development. In 1917

Donald F. Jones revolutionized corn production by developing a four cross
system resulting in hybrid corn. What we have now'ia corn seed custom de-
veloped to be planted in specific regions of this country and around the
world to maximize productioh.

There are a lot of other success stories that we could mention with
respect to these,, plants. Improvement of wheat strains has doubled the wheat

production in Mexico and India. Researchers at Purdue University are-Presently
.working on developing strains of sorghum that are high yielding strains.
Basically we have much improved varieties for maximizing production,'end that
constitutes the most significant component of the seed element.

The second item, feed refers to the fact that we have improved our
varieties for feeding animals. We halM'Also improved our storage capability'
and technology. We have improved our delivery technology, so animals are
given a better diet and more of it. We also have'accomplished more under-
standing of hormone requirements for animals, and vitamin requirements for
animals, no feed supplies in general have been made much more productive.

The third element is fertilizer. Planta require - have an absolute

requirement for, sixteen elements for growth. Two of these elements, carbon
and oxygen, come from the atmosphere, hydrogeh comes from the water in the
soil, and the remaining thirteen are all taken up by the, plant from the soil
solution. Now, of these thirteen, three.are required in large amoenta,Jind
these three are, as many.of you realize, nitrogen,. potassium, and phOsthorus.



Now, the procesEro or taking crop plants from he'fieid for .,

consumption removes the mineralstbat have been taken hp from the soil. and

incorpoi ted into. thp.plant'. JInleps those nutrients` are- replaced over times

the fertility of any given:site4ebound to decrease.

Also' it has been found that if these elements are applied in excess

then,additional increaselin growth may.be realized. IThe heed'for these-

nutrients has heen recognized for a long time, anciof courde originally;was

supplied by the use of-animal car human manures., But now,in this.country'and

in man foreign countries there is complete dependence onaynthetic fertili

zers, that is; fertilizers that have actually been manufactUred.to contain

primarily the most important nutrients. Ihe'consumption of fertilizers began

to rise very sharply in the 1940s, and by 1970 we were-'adding.seyen million

tons of nitrogen fertilizers'to our fields,- lawns, and forests.

That.bringa ue to crop protection, - -`and here the question .is,.protection

,fronrufhat7 I am anxious telly90 that agriculturalists are. bothered., by

three Primary pests, The first are-insecta,thesetond are microorganiams

thatcahse 'disease; and the third are weeds. And if any one okthotethree

agents were, in-a typical agricultural system,. allowed to devkep:Unobecked,

withhostrategy to control theireffeet;.it-is.poSeible that'aemuCha.4 one-

third of the crop each year could belest:to.insectal:a third to pathogens 9r

microbes, and a third to weeds, which would leave the'grOwer with very - .little

leftto market.

Presently the greatest agricultural dependence in; this. country for

protection is on the,,use of chemicals called pesticides. Presently there are,

approximately sixty thousand pesticide formulations on' the market. We

approximately fotty-four thousand tons of pesticides per year, which is about

three and a half ounces for every agricultunal acre: The synthetic organic

pesticide production.is increasing at an approximate rate of about fifteen

percent per year. The total sales in 1975 of pesticid6'S was three billfon

dollars.

That brings us to ftht fifth elenient, energy. The American agricultural

engine relies heavilon fossil fuels. Entrgy is used to grow, proeess,

transport, wholesale, retail, and refrigerate agricultural products. Physical

labor, that is, muscular energy.from men and animals is virtually obsolete.

Agricultural energy involves both on farm and off farm consumption. For

example, 'on farm we presently have five million farm tractors in tht United

States. These and other machines are used to plant crops or 'are used to apply

pesticides, are used to harvest crops, and are'used to store prodUcts. Energy

.
used to irrigate. La Nebraska more than five million acres of corn and

soybean land are now irrigated. In Kansas more than three million_ acres are .

now irrigated. Virtually all of. this irrigation is done from deep wells that

are pumped using natural gas. Many middle,Festern grain elevators use natural
o_dry_Porn:end_soYbeans before storing them in the fall. Chickens are

reared in houses that are-heated) air conditioned,. and 'leaned automatically

at considerable investment in energy.

Off farm energy. use includes the manufaCture of fertilizer, which is

an energy intensive industry. 'Energy is also used to manufacture pesticides

that we have lust mentioned. Energy is used to manufacture steel and plastic
into all manner of agricultural tools and devices. Transportati6n of agrima-
tuyal'crops is an energy intensive business. Most grain is hauleclby truck.
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to lo al-elevators and then whipped onto PrOce ors by.rail. Beef tattle
and'hO-1',aretrucked,firom ranches and farms to ed lots, and then from feed

- lots aainby trnatg.packers. caroa8ses of .beer and pork'. re then moved

by truci to wholesalers or ..large sdpermarket thai s All of this requires a.

'considerable7 investment dflsoline. or diesel fuel.

Agricultural energy use is estimated at approximately three to three. -
and a half percent of the nation& -total energy con umption.

Our-lastelement is itrigation. Globalagri ulture currently accodnts\
for eighty to ninety, percent of all the water used b4 humanity, not counting -\

rain. Virtually allthat amount goeujor irrigation Although only fifteen
percent of the world's crop land is irrigated, it pr duces from thirty to
forty percent of -the world'd food- Many of the new h gh yielding varieties
of ,crop plants that we mentioned have a.specific requ rement fot irrigation
water, in, order to:maximize production. Irrigation c_nsiimes eighty perCent
of all water withdrawn in the seventeen western states in this country.

.T& summarize these six-items I think it might b fair to try and
aatimate which three are the molt important, and if we were to do that I think
we *mild say that energy., ferdlizers, and pesticides, a e the. ig three of the.
six elements of the green revolution. I

. Now we are in a position to ask our questions-again, re-phrase them
t a little bit perhaps._ Can we expect continued yield increases from these
components? Are there undesirable ecological or environmental conisequepces

six inputs? Can, we freely export our green revolution technology
ese six elements? And in fact, can we feed,the world's population
retinues' as It has?

.

0130)2 that the answer to.the.first two question's is, yes, and the
er to the second two questions is, no To explain those' answer 1 will

ru back through-our six elements and cri icizethem, if you will, in terms
of matters environmental and ecological.

LeCs go back and talk about seed. '
Unfortunately, geneticumnipniation

of plants frequently leads to an end product that has some desirable charac-
teristics and some undesirable characteristics.: These undesirable character-
istics may be insufficient height, for example they cannot be mechanically
harvested or it may be inappropriate maturation time so that they mature at
the wrong time of'the year, or it may be poor color. Most importantly, how-
ever, it may be increased susceptibility to insect infestation or microbial
infection. Now, the latter are especially dangerous as the strategy of
modern agriculture, as you'are all aware, is to plant large acreages tf
genetically uniform plant material. This practice predisposes to a situation
with epidemic potential. If an insect or a microbe starts' in a field that
is genetically uniform and the weather is appropriate, thete is'high probabil-
ity for very rapid spread.

rust to emphasize how narrow the genetic base is for, principal crops
in this country to major varieties that are planted typically number from
2-10. "

A most recent example of this narrow genetic base hazard was the 1970..
epidemic of-southern corn leaf blight. This epidemic brought about the great-



es leas of a corn crop, in one year in the United States due To plant

disease. Between_July and harvest in 1970 it destroyed seven hu dred million
bushela, fifteen percent of the total corn crop,'worth one billio
and.theo ly rtasbn it did not do more,than that was because the ather

bgcame u vorable for the continued spread of,this particular fun f3 'That
kind of Vu nerability presently exists in ,several other. crops. Whe t, for
examPle,- o casionally sustains large losses because-of epidemic diae
aused by, ungal yathogens.

.Asa there has been very recent Concern relating to this narrow ene-
ticbase dealing with susceptibility to adverse weather. Weather varie
every year and it Is one of the farmer's biggest. problems and biggest
dictables. Susceptibility to weather certainly varies with variety. So.,

varieties planted, if they turn out to-be particularly susceptible to a
particular set of adverse weather conditions, could mean a large crop loss.

There are some probleMs with feed. As we are all aware, there is gre
concern'about different food additives and human health, witness,saccharin an
other kinds of materials, and feed additives, should also be a concern to
hUmambeings beCause of the potential adverse effects on. animals and. the
secondary effects on human beings when they ingest the animals. give

ne example of a material that has been brought into question.

A 'clampound.called diethylstilbestrol is a chemical in point. In the

1'60s' and early 1970s numerous cases of cancer in teenage young women were
re orded in this country, and after much research theSe cancers were linked
to a drug, diethylstilbesttol, commonly referred to as DES, given_ t&the
mothers of, these particular victims to prevent miscarriages. By 1972 one
hundred cancer cases linked to DES had been reported, and by 1974 the nation-
wide total-was at two hundred with twenty-four deaths.

As a result th Food and Drug Administration warned.against the use
of 'this particdlar he ne during pregnancy. Unfortunately they also used
this particular hormone to fatten cattle, that is to say, it is a feed'
Jidditive. The FDA initially would not* lan DES in cattle feed, and in 1971
'baiter an eighteen month court fight -by the Environmental Defense Fund, the
`FDIA banned the mostdangerousuaes of DES in livestock feed.

That brings us to fertilizers. I guess the basic concern here is
future supply. ReCallswe suggested that nitrogen and phosphorus, in partieu-

-,laricareextenaively applied. Nitrogen is obtained primarily by Andustrial
.fixation from the air where supply is really no problem. Phosphorus, -however,
ier produced primarily from mining phosphitic rock. Between 1954 and 1968
the-world consumption of nitrogenous fertilizers increased by a factor of
four, and phosphate fertilizers by a factor of three. Since nitrogen can be
replaced fromthe atmosphere the supply presumably is no problem although I
must say that it is a very energy intensive industty, that is to say, the
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen uses a lot of energy and that is a problem.
But the' supply'of nitrogen is not the problem.

.,--

But at the present rates Of-Population gro4tandrphosphorus consump
tion, nown phosphorus reserves wilkbe used up in sixty years by calculation
of sev ral people.

Another concern addition to supply and energy tise- rela
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fertilizers is a process termeTeutrifiCation; this is basically a process

Of'fertilization of aquatic or water resources in agricultural areas. 'Run-

off fram,agriculturel areas tends to fertilize adjacent ponds, lakes, streams,

and rivers, such 'that aquatic plants that live:, in these' water bodies are in.

fact fertilized, just as the agricultural crops would be. As they grow and

decompose they use up oxygen that makes the water oxygen deficient, which

Makes-the water A less desirable habitat for fin fish and otheraquatic ani els.

It is presumed that the bulk of the eutrification process in this

country that is undesirable stews fro faulty sewerage treatment or-no
sewerage treatment, but indeed agricu =ural run -off is also an important.

component.

That brings us to crop protectie, and you recall that we suggested

that crop protection is primarily accomplished presently by the use of pesti-

cides. There are several problems that have been addressed dealing with the

use of these chemicals, and I'll just go through this list very briefly.

Fitst of all, the continued use of a particular chemical in an agricultural

system means that the insect pest that-you may be trying to control or the

micro - organism you may be trying -to control may become resistant in tile.

If a few individuals'are resistant t9 a particular chemical they ultimately

will be favored and ultimately will be the ones that are able to reproduce.

So the agriculturalist has one of two options at that point if pest resist-

ance develops.' One toAncrOase the dose of the pesticide, which he can
do, which)costs'him more money and society more energy, or he can change the

chemical and switch to a,newthachemidat whfch again would represent an invest-'

ment in money and,.energy to produce -i

Another problem is predatordestru8tion. There often are in nature

lots of organisms that naturally control a particular insect population, and

frequently when you apply a chemical pesticide in an agricultural system you
destroy the favorable insects as well dathe-Undesirableinsecte. A
secondary pest outbreak May also occur. This means that occasionally the

use of pesticides, while theY'may be very effective in controlling the

primary pest in a particular agricultural system, they .may riot. control a

secondary pest-that was actually k4)t in check by the primary pest. Once

you remove the primary pcst, then other insects are able to feed on the ctop

and they,mayindeed beet-me problems if they do not happen to,be susceptible-

to the pesticide being-used. -,--

Influence on non-target organisms is something that I am sure you have

-heard a lot about. This is,at inetance\ghere chemicals that are particularly

persistent, like DDT foe example, are able to move around in the world quite

efficiently, and sometimes end upAn some pretty peculiar Places. UnfOrtun-

ately persistent chemicals may accumulate in a given ecological system For

example, if you take a lake system and apply DDT to an adjacent agricultural

field, you may end up with the aquatic plants in the lake having just a little

bit of DDT in their plant parts. AA these plant parts ate fed upon by small

fish, the fish end up with an accumulation of a lot of those:plant parts and

a fair amount of D-T. If these-fish happen to be eaten by larger fish, the

larger fish ends up with a pretty high insult because they are getting the

chemical from the 1 ttle fish, And then if something is feeding on the

big fish, like an os rey or an eagle, the bird may end up with a very large

body burden of DDT. This has happened, and is why we have problems with
eagles and-ospreys and'other birds of prey in certain locations in this

country.



And lastly of,cours is the question of mammalian toxicity which
really refers to-human'bei gs, and sate of these chemicals that are use
agricultural systems do ha -e a relatively Oigh toxicity to people, so
vie ought to be concerned a outt'what happens to he peeple that are:app hg
ihe festictdes and we ought to be concerned 6120_ he people that are con -

suming Oricultural products. We allcaryy around'rou a ody'burden of DDT, for
example, in our fat.*

That brings us to
agriculture is, as we hav
is dependent on fossil.,en
increase. AS fuel, prices
percent in the next twent
proportiongtelY. While .t

netgy. The principal raw material of modern U.S.
mentioned, fossil fuel. And as the green revolution
rgy, crop production costs will soar as fuel costs
increase the anticipated two 'hundred to five hundred
-five years, crop production will increase in cost
iv will critically 'alter the green revolution in

the developed nations, it'Maymake the green revolution.impossikle,in the
developing nations.. In addition, Professor David Pimentiel of Cbrnell Uni-
vdrsitY and Dr Cary Heikel, formerly of the Connecticut Agricultural EXperi-
ment Station, have presen-ed some pretty disturbink calculations. For example,
Professor Pimentiel has e-ployed corn as a case study in energy efficiency.'
As mentioned preViously,s xtraordinary increases *11 corn yields have been
realized since the early" art of this century. Planting of hybrid corn
accounts for approximatel twenty to forty percent of this increase,- and
fossil fuel inputs accoun fOr approximately sixty to eighty percent of th
increase.

(

in.1970about 2.9 Mimi kilocalories was used by farmers to raise.an
acre of corn. This is ell ivalent to eighty gallons of gasoline per 'acre.
From 1945 to 1970 mean co yields increased from thirty-four bushels per acre
to eighty-one bushels:per acre, a 2.4 fold increase. However, mean energy
inputs increased from 0.9 million kilocalories .4.9,,2.9 mtllion'kiloealories,
a 3.X fold increase. A-lence the yield in corn caries decreased .40m 3.7
kilocalories per one fuel kilocalorie input in 1945-to a yieldbfIpproximately
2.8 kilocalories from,the period 1954 to 1970, which is actually a twenty-four .
percent decrease.

What all these complicated numbers are saying is that we are putting
more energy in and we are presently getting less digestible energy from the
corn out. Now; Dr. Heikel points outthat modern agricultural uses cultural
energy one Hundred to five hundred fold more efficiently than plants Ilse sun-
light. he efficiency of plant, use of sunlight is only,a tenth to three
percent. And also, ten to fifty fold, more efficiently than animals metabolize
feed. Nevertheless, Heikel has calculated that for a significant number of
modern.cropping systems n ten to fifty fold increase it0-the expenditureof
cultural energy per acre yields only a doubling or tripling of digestible
energy per acre.

Also, the intensive use of Animal products in U.S. diets is energy
expensive. Heikel estimated that forty percent of the'foodenergy in our
diet cornea .from meat and other animal products like butter, eggs, milk, and
oils. This animal production requires over eighty percent of the feed energy
annually harvested from crops in this country. Investing eighty percent of
our feed energy to produce less than half our diet may not be possible as
'fuel becomes more scarce and expensive.

-The last element is irrigation. One of the concerns is climate change,
titat is, due to evaporation. The total volume of water used in irrigation



-sier-year, on the globe is seventeen hundred cubic kilometers, that's five per-
tnt of the total run-;off of the-earth. Andthere is considerable concern
that the heat energy used to evaporate all that water and the resulting water
vapOr introduced-int6 the atmosphere-may change climate. There-is good-
evidence that it does.so locally, and.there is not good evidence that it
:does.so globally but both are concerns to climatologists.

Also concerning climate is the fact that once you irrigate a desert,
for examine, yini change the reflectance a great deal. A desert-without

plants reflects a lot of the solar'energy away. A desert that is irrigated
and has a crop absorbs a lot more solar energy and tends to warm up the-globe,
and there are:climatologists that are concerned with whether or not the globe .
is'getting-warmer or cooler.

Supply is another important concern. Although water is one of the most

bundant materials on earth. well.over ninety-nine percent.is presently-inac-
cessible.' Desalting sea water, once one of the most highly pouted methods,
is now regarded as offering only marginal opportunities in the near future

irrigation water. A recent report by the National Academy of Sciences
concluded that 'al-though new and improved desalting method's using dembranes
and ion exchange have been developed, no method can yet promise truly low. cost
fresh. water.

Another problem is fossil water. In some areas, for example in-North
Africa, the Sahara oases, man is mining underground water.

example
water is

termed fossil water because it was accumulated.in earlier climatic times,
when there was more-precipitation than there is now.. The drop of several
meters in the ground,water lev I can only beinterpreted-in these areas as a
consequence of an increasing I., alance between the use of -this fossil water
and its failure to be recharge from the surface. In arid regions of the
west, in west Texas and eastern New Mexico in,the United States, fossil water,
hss been used to irrigate cotton and wheat crops, and in many ofAhepe areas
the water table halt' drdpped and many wells have gone dry.,

There is another prcalem with irrigation, and that is mineral-salt soil-
pollution. When irrigation water' is evaporated it frequently, leaves a salt
residue behind which after several years'of irrigation can build up to a
point where the salts are toxic to the plants that are grown there-. Also the
energy investment in irrigatibn is very high-because the water has to be
pumped out of the ground and then it has to be distributed around the field.-

We haVe attempted to survey the six elements of the green revolution,
attempted to make some gdnerallzed comments about the problems,'and ivery
briefly in conclusion I will give you my own editorial and my recommendations
for the future.

First of all,.the essentially one-way flow of nutrients fiom agricul-
tural systems to urban areas-to fresh water areas has to be stopped. Nutrients
must be returned to crop lands or diverted to other productive uses, such as
aquaculture or whatever. We absolutely have to develppoitiategies to recover
phosphorus,- for example, instead of just letting it f'10 back into the ocean.

Pesticides used in the environment should be well-'researched in regard
to short and long run consequences. Those employed should be carefully
selected-in regard to three criteria. First of all, spectrum of toxicity.

,The materials that have the lowest or smallest spectrum cif toxicity, that

2n
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impact the smallest nulberof insect organisms are the ones that should be

favored. Vesticides that have low toxicity to human beings should clearly

be favored. Pesticides that,are short-liVed in the env ronment'should clearly

-be favored.

Every effort should be made to ombine or replace chemical pest control

with othe methods, and in particular with an integrated approach that employs

good coltur practice, biological control -where possible, crop diversity,

and resistant varieties.
A

Plant b e ding programs-must carefully consider pestand weather sus-
ceptiLlity. in their progenY. An excessive dependence on sPecific,ggnetic

,___

varieties for.exten ed periods is absolutely unwise. -

In order to re uce energy inputs there seem to be. several options.
would be to use more or, increase labor input, reduce energy input. One

application of herbicide to a corn field requires eighteen thousand kilocalories
per acre if applied by tr for and sprayer, but less than three hundred kilo

calories per acre if apple by 'hand sprayer.

We also need to use machinery that is precisely scaled for particular
jobs -and the; operate at particularspeeds. Just like cars have gotten'vpry

large in this country so have tractors. Frequently large tractors are used
that are Completely out of scale:to the needs of the farmer.

With regard to,fertilizer practice, we have absolute17:ne,ghoice except
recycling. One certainly would be able to use more manure than chemi-
cal fertilizers, and there seems to be grdat opportunity in certain areas
of this country to do that, where animals and plants are giOwn relatively
together.

And finally, I expect that one of the things we, may have to d9 Is to eat

more plant products, thatis more grain, and less mgat. Increased need for
food products is net only due to population growth but it is algodOe to the
desire of Affluent countries to eat meat instead of grain, acid it' takes seven
pounds of grain to prOduce one pciund of beef. The majority of the world's
population lives on approximately twenty -one hundred kilocalories' per capita
pPrday, and obtains most of its protein from grains, sFor'example, in the
eParEapt approximately fifty-six grams of protein per capita are consumed
daily,, and only approximately eight grams are animal protein. In contrast, in
the United States the protein consumed per capita pO day- totals niqpty-six
grams with approximately sixty-six grams of animal origin. In addition, to
the resource cost of a high animal or a high animal protein diet, there are
some health difficulties that are- associated, is you well know. Coronary
heart disease is associated with high serum ch lesterol, which IA influenced
by animal produCts such as liver, eggs, shrimp, beef, and dairy products.

In conclusion, I feel it is questionable that the green .revolution can
feed the Sixteen billion humans anticipated by 2135. It is ut*Siloable
cause of shortages of land, shortages of ter shortages of energy, shoctages
of resources,, and plant nutrientsto. It is, uc tionable because of the_
ness of the genetic composition of c-Pop plant a d the associated attendant
susceptibility to various crop,stresses. Ic is questionable because of the
unacceptable risks associated with the use of tilin chemicals for pest eon-

vtrol and/or increased growth. I guess tlit leaves us concluding that the only
obvious effective solution is organized pj,ulatien control.

t,



conoi c Growth in

or _Jame Tobi-'1

period since the second world war hail been a period of very
substantial economic growth.. In' fact, in, growth of per capita income and
consumption, in improvement in standard of living of 4e average American,
the period shows the best record in our history. The!best decade Was
actually the 1960s.

,

Of course, the entire two centuries of economic prog c is remarks
.

able storY,_but a large part of the.treMendous.growth of n anal product in,

the United States-is the growth of populatiOh. Over thetwo hundred year's
the population grew on average more than '2% per year; and multiplied by fifty
times; thanks tainly to.immigrahts and their descendants.

In more recent times, of course, immigration and- population growth

have slowed. The record performante since the second world war is in pro-.
auction per worker and income per head of popuittion.

What will happen from.now on? It-will help if I make -first of, all a

: very useful distinctionione which economists generally make in discussing

economic growth. The distinction is between the nation'A potential production.

and:ita actual production. The measure of productipm for thip-parpose is.
GrossNational Prbdnettbe annual volume.of output of goods' and services in

the country. I am goirig terase GNP in a:sense which purges it of4mflation,
so itS-growth-is the increase in pHYsical volumes of production. By potential
outputwe mean what'the economy is capable of pi-educing,. at normal rates of
utilization of industrial capacity and normalrates of unemployment of labor.
Currently,-rather.typical estimates of "normal" rates aie.5% for unemployment
of, labor and about 90% for the use of capatity_in industry.

Since the late 19408 the potential output of the country has bears grow-
ing at around three and a half'or fonr percent per year A-good estimate now J.f:'

is that the rate of growth of potential output-is about 4% per year That
meant) that if the economy were steady at 5% unemployment -- whiCh it is not,
of course, -- then real GNP would increase at around 4% per year on average.
To put it another way, that has been the trend rate bf growth of output in

thia.country.
4 .,

This trend canbe decomposed into tign parts. One is ehe growth of labor
input employed, measured-'in hours of work. .Th* other ip the growth of Produc-
tivity of labor per ipurpf work. The growth of labor input runs around

1114 or 2% a year The number of persons working or seeking work, climbs

steadily, more than offset e,a slow downward trend in average hours worked
per year The growth,ok"0 ctivitY makes up the rest of the 4%, another 2

or 2 1/4%.

What are the sourcea:of the "improvement in productivity? Mainly it
progress in technology, fincring more efficient ways of doing things, Oft n

'those new ways require and use new kinds of capital goods;- blisinens machines,
calculators, andcrimpetersare dramatic examples. Improvement in productivity
is connected with capital accumulation which embodies and carries with it

technological progress.- Sonic gains in productivity-aro related to the improxe-

ment in 'the quality of the labor force; in its 'education, training, experience.

22
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Unless real output does grow a.t 4 per year and these are purchasers
to buy it, enemployment will actually rise. It will rise because there won't
be enough jobs to absorb the new workers .coming into the labor force and ._

workers released because of improvements in prodet!tivity. When you_read in
the newspapers about'theperformance of the economy, for exaiple right now,
this year, when people tell you how good things ore when output is growing.
at'5% per year, just 'remember that par for the course is-not zero but 4%.
You have to rein at 4% just to stay in the same piece. 5% is only one point
better than par, and the reduction in unemployment that you can expect from
an extra point of growth isn't very great, less than half a point of unemploy-
'ant over the course of a year.

I- return to the comparison of actual output and potential output.
otential output, that is the hypothetical calculation I just described;

and- actual output, that's what we in fact experience. I will draw a diagram
on the board. (Figure 1)

Let's start back in 1973, for reasons I will explain Al a minute,
-then go on, let's say,--to 1981. That's the end of the first Carter Adminis-
tration, an,important date. ,liere iq potential real GNP. In 1973, it happens,
we had 5% unemployment -- actual GNP was right on Potential, From that point,
potential grew like compound i?tterest with a rateof 4%.

Unfortuantely, as you may remember, what'actually happeneeP-wan qui
different. The worst post-war recession started in the latter part of 1973
and Snowballed in 1974, ending in the-early spring of 1975. For two years we
have,been si recovering. Now our actual -GNP is a bit above its pre-
recession level in 1,973. Meanwhile potential 0N1' has Continued on its com-
pound-interest track, as the labot force and productivity have increased.
Consequently, unemployiknent is now 7.3%, whereas on the potential track it
would be 5%. The GNP differ-ence between actual and potential exceeds $100
billion. Some econometric-ions would put it as high no $150 billion. Id any,
case, it is a big loss from a national product of -$1800 billion.

After this review of our recent history. and present situation ,'I w
to discuss three questions about our future, over the next decade or two:,
First 'what- are the prampecta of getting the actual GNP track back to the
potential track? Second, what is thd-outlook for the 'growth Of labor force?
Third,' what about the future growth of productivity? The first question hsA.
to do with bringing actual performance up to the potential of Life' economy,
and the two others have to do with what may happen to the potential itself.

OR the first point, the main reason for the poor performance of the
economy since 1973 is the paralysis of the society with respect to inflation.
The inflation/unemployment dilemma is a problem that all non-communist
industrial countries have been facing almost all the time sineekthe second
world war, and has become especially acute in the last ten or twelve years
throughout the western world. We in the United States haven't beed alone in
failing to resolve it. No one else has succeeded either, and we hive probably
done better than most. We haven't found a way, and neither haa an)ofleelse,
of sustaining full employment in a non-inflatfo ary economic envir_nment.

on for the_ 1973 -1(, recension ways

recession was the corn quence cif deliberate Fvdt
Administration anal the Federal Reserv0 slammed on

fight inf ation. The
policy. The Nixon-Forl

brokers bee they were
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nla Fht. even say panicked -- by "double digit" infla do

in s lied two digits because of the quadrupling of oi

price by'OPFC, beeAuse or some extraordinary world shortages of foodstuffs in

1973 and 1974 analand bec(nuse. we bad ,deliberately ourselves deValudd the United
.Sta.tes' dollarTin foreigl exchange and increased the dollar prices of impofted

And eXported good .Those exteaordinary events all had a big impact on price-.

lad-exec, in a bortabort flirted eaf time. The Federal government and'partic.nlarly.
the Federal °Reserve System, which has responsibility for monetary and credit

put icy were-..ficared-. They Were afraid the inflation_ might get out of hand ,

in'the United Stated. What to do? They couldn't change the ,OPEC price of

oil'and they couldn't affea Russian wheat harvests but they could deflate
demand in the U.S..

The Federal Reserve engineered a sharp and large increase
.in interest rates, cuttiOg down on xesidgetial mortgage. lending and residen-
ial conntruct'ton, makinkit expewsive and difficult fer.businessmen to botrow

tt finance capital expansion and for consumers to borrow for consumer durable
Foods. TheThe. paltry worke&- we had the recession. It worked as :little better

than to authors intended, and the i_ion was deeper than they expected.

Why haven't we lul a rlore vigorous policy to recover 'from the recession?

Why are we takin fiveksyears to recover a fifteen months recession? Again the

answer in fear o nflatign. We don't. have double digit inflation now, but a

built-in pegilst nt stubborn inflation of about 6% per year. It wiggles

arounds41 g -dAnd own, dep6nding on what happens to coffee harvests
in the Dakotas, citrus crops in Florida,. and other ran-

dom event the underlying trend of 6%' in very solid. It is linked to

et lying -rend,eney wages, rising about 8% per year. The difference

.e twt of 4. e increase' and the 6% average trend price in-

crease. tq:thZ'.- two pera-ent productivity gain I previoualy mentioned.
The proldUctiVII. Iction of l.bor costs cancesl out two of the eight points

01. Oay average wage increases.

It io to t'xlunge that fix inflation that the previous Administration--
Inn!, it becomes increasingly evident, the current Administration too -- follows
a A0-910w recuvety poi i y. That is why we still have 7:3% unemployment and
wiry the prospects are that unemployment will fall very slowly. Under go-slow
recovery policy, it will talcs. years to eliminate, the gap betWeen actual and
potential (NP. Experience shows that holding the economy down will Melt the
hard cure iat.lation, but very, veLy slowly.'

There are two alternativeo. One in to ascot t mild live with the
inflation we have inherited in the pant, and ml vxs inor quickly to a tolerable
unemployment rate, nay 57.. I personally see li.tt,le w ou g.44-th this approach,

but politicians and pundiLo have led the publ is tai believe t tat all the

economic sister .n of the 197On to due to "inflation" rolls than to uncon-
table evontu and to Ohe mvoouren taken in the qame of a ti-infl on.

The second nIternative to to adopt al very different anti-inflation
atrntogy, relying not on general tincal and monetary menoureu to limit the
recovery and growth of huninenn activity but on speeific measures to limit
wage and price inetvaoom. I do not mean necystiarilY full compulsory wage' and
price controls, but guideposts ouch no were successfully used in the early
1960u. They could he snpplementd by tax penalties for exceeding them or tax
uemissions for complying with them. There are a number of other possibilities
tor %ming the tax UV9tM to de-eocalate tnitriti6t. licit this apProach is' at

the ult'ntent politically unacceptable to both labor and Inuriness. This Adminis-
the previous Administration, has promisod not to adopt it. All

Ahis nAds up t o nu iMpAW10. We !IOOM (0 have painted oursel into a corner,



en we're unwiL>ling to face equarnly,

aia,o flicts other countries too. It

P Ob fore the western dmmoctadies.

' it may set-lonely affect perferaet

arrl choices before us. Whin paralY-.

A critical economic and political

the great Depreosion of the 1930e

of our soaleties.for a long time.

Let Me turn* the
line la ma diagram. -That
first esestion. Surely we i

produce goods and services.

clue lofts. They refer to the potential

mac relevant in the long run la we revolve the

e out a way of using our capability,'to

we will not let, productive resoureeh

workers, manes and factories - remain idle for a decade at a time as, we

did in the Okiat Depreasion., Suraly,we won't do that again.. Suiely in the

Jong runit's-the productive renourcea available to tio and the technology !,

with Which to use them that will deterene.iour standard of life.that

p rat, in regard to the labor force we ell-knourof the line in

human feat. ar in this aouplry. Faehieno change, and as the choices of

men and woMen an to how nary children they have and how noon they have thee,

If present behavior continues a fortiori if the trend in behavior continue

this society viii ._not diet achieve Zero 'population growth. We:will have 4

declining population aome time _in; the next century.. That's) twingeing that we

doe% allow, a lot. more immigration than we do-now. The battle,: or ZPG. in

already wen, judging by the aehavior of. Women of child--bearing'age today!

But we will not nee.zerr population growth tomorrow or next year or

next decade', or in all -p robal,il<ity inabin century. It will-take a while. for

current child-bearing bebavier to dominate the ace's. In the meantime there

will be a disaroportienate nbmbea of people of child-beeding'age. The ehil-

dren of the poet-war baby boon, born in the late forties, fifties,:and-early

sixties, are now. the men and women of child-bearing age. There arh lotoof

then,amd more coming into adulthood, aven.thouga they won't have as many

children per family as their mothers and fathers did, theyall'have a lot of

children in eigregatp. The evorall population will-continue to -grow for sone

time whiie.the bulge in the young adult'popeletioegraddally disappears.

Mere will be sonny echoes of the baby boom no time goes or. We had

the poet -war babies in ochool and college, and We'll have their children

too. ITIOusinepa you,and I area in won't be no bad In another few yearn.

We'll have a."temperary gain in Oapile coming, into echeol and college for a.

while agaie,:the children of the wave that did no welt by as in the 1950s

and l96On,, and then business will drop off again.

For the remainder. of thin century we'll still have substantial grow
11.

in the population of =adults working age in the country. Indeed, wd,may

never- get to ZIT or declining' population. Faahions and-life styles can change

again. Large familien may become popular once again,

For the foreseeable fixture the lobar-force will; grew faster than the

population of working age. P. larger percentage of men and-w en over sixteen

will be working or be wanting to work.. qhe main reason is;the centinuing

trend of women into the labeta force, another aspect of the same changes in

life'style that lead; to reduced fertility. AR recently as 1960, 371 of adult

women were in the. labor forde; and now it's 46%. Projections, are 48% in 1980,

and 527. in 1990. I weuldrOt be surprised if females participation in the labo'r,

force rose even faster. -tale. participation in the _labor force is about 77%,

and in time female behavior will converge to malel This trend .will' keep labor

2,, 7



Lb high evert ha 0001 on it f begins grow-, 1Y*

eat lly, WC would. ,pe vaa i ve y `change economic ciircur ustanose and

_ial mente in this courarrlr. gill be Cdiffs ociety if the

lan population as ie'thlr y-treVen ttletead of tlientY-oev "Just tank,
,

universities, s oele, and burastueracioe with tenure Jobe- When theY ante.
Wing,:thatefe always room, for young recruits. When they ate not, you get

lot of deed wood at the top end restricted opportunities for yowl; p Leo

fi

in td to productivity, energy shortage is the ,main threat tai con

u 0 os no that comeosto mind. but 1 franklY'don't believe that there

need be aby gmlfidant roducitiori in the `rate of growth of which thie,e6600W
.capable over the text Owe tir three decades because' of the energy problem.

see' it, the Problem ie et:martially one of transition, shifting froikeine

source of allergy to another. Pettolene will give way to coal, and fOgail.fusla

to ieproducible,sourcee, nuclear and aolar.- The.United States 10 in a pretty

good,position to to theme. traneitienev We have large-euppliaa=of seat,

but we mist solve the problems Qf extracting and using coal la environmentally

safe ways. MI° society ham net more difficult technological. &all-doges in',

the'_poet.-

imagine that some
beekatop .ttecha ologY fjor iner

will last es long as the sun --
gybe huridg hydrogen. If such

tine twenty '-first

ttera little how costly it
,...investnent. The important point
in the long run. That in. not to

If no backstop- tech

suffi. lent, then our civiL4st
to do but decide how faut to oft,
the nezme tine.

y-f rst century ther a
ely reproducible soarcaa, one that

gun Lteelf, maybe nuclear .usion,
bib source will become available

tare little the, exact date and
a of human labor and capital

gy will not limit economic groWth
problems of traneltior.

Ingenuity of science is not

Wind down. There is nothing
to phase the population out

In, the interim a pl.e'tooaa for conserv ation and auba

is noteworthy where the per-capitn standard of 1

high as on as Us 'y per capita is 40,t'lesa theire

a colder.clinate tao. There Tire several reasona, but,one subStantial reason
,4is simply that tbe'pr fuel clnding gaeOline,- is much higher. The-

society and the !economy have long. since adapted to higher prices notably by
dtiviag smelter care and using 'much Mote insulation than we do.

It, is a`_gre at mistake to .assume .that tiler in nom fixed .link of pro-

pert lity between dnergy use and CO. Ifsthere were, then slowdown in
consumption n of energy per capita or. pelt dollar of GNP is bound to_bring doWn

the elope of the potential output curve. Actually there are great posnibili-

ities:for aebsditution, for producing the' some air with lesser AMOUnte of ,

energy. The reasen we have used lots of energy, per dollar of GUi) ie urely

and eimply that it'o been cheap lor us. -.Our technologics and Our pe Lionel

habite have been adapted to the low price. We were lucky that 'Dim ancestors

settled a country iwith'ehandaht Fossil, fuel deposits. Our heavy U84 of =energy

does riot reflect on our character. Xe does t suggest that we are congeni-
tally_or socioiogieslly more - profligate and wasteful than the Swedes or, the
Japanese or anyone else. It'll Just that Ve- have adapted to the

.relative_
abut-id-



tiad i

as otherr sonieties heYe

adapt the other y

My colleague, .0111 Ncrdhau i
who:has been working very hard c thiS

e h 'before and aindn he went to adkve on 1/resident Cdrieklli CoVtleli

O Advisers,:haa o titnated that a'thirty percent reduCtimn in the:ase,

of y pet unit of production could be accomplished while losing' Only. one

or .t nt of the bevel of Output. With the proper price and.cost'_inman-

tive o old-mind mOce substitutions, thirty years from now coul4 stay

Within one off; two percent of the Potential curve in. Figure 1, while making'

energy- euvi.nga :Of 30%,

iet. ue be oieer that thin is not a rechiCtion of one or wo points a year ,

from the 4Z. OUP growth ate _t a one-shot reduction of one or two per-
.

pent spread over twenty or thirty years, hardly noticeable it the par an

growth rate, we have already pold:a Considerable part of the price for the

increased Iscareity of oil...The extra cost of imports-transferato OPEC abo t

a quarter percent of our GO,

n Bu ,Yt 4 think the proapecte are good .that the cnpt city of
econ y to produce will continue to grow ae- in the past,, offeringourci -
zaps the opportunity for ad ever higher standard.of living. The most difficult

challenge _is to arrange, things politically and economically so that we will

realize the OppOrtunitY and raise' the actual performmnCe of the economy up

to.its higher; and higher potential.

a



Chinalnd the United:States: history :and the Future

'Professor :Joliet tan D 813ance

1 dm ping to taik'Obout the United States end Chins, bst.get away .
troe the ides that the interactions through foreign policy are all' that
taaattit 1 want to suggset that domestic policy in bothcountrieltead the
racial Alld Volitical ,attiteds of llotb countries are equally igOortaut: So
-t wart to take a range eyf problems. 2 WU tieing to look at 'till very rapidly:1
each of these ten could .neither be a cause-, or a books,' or unit, or au
itndiriduel lecture,

I. The first of these, then, is where the first U,l . pertiptiona of
China cense from. It is pmrttastt to remember that they cot through the eyes
of tredirs , mainly from the northeast Coen of the ijnitied Statea and times
trifilere. built on -a group of extremely negative stereotypes that lied been- -_-

developed by the British traders, in the eighteenth century. Also their
values tow profoundly in conflict with the Chinese value ivetenz hotfoot the
Chineea value system was ort of prohibiting the kind of trade that the west-
eraeta were seeking.

With this, however the: fact that in this first phase the philosa-
. _--__ ___.

_
phes 1 the French enlightalimett the great philosophers of the eighteenth
century of Aoki 'Voltaire Wes the' most influential 'ai this time, had ,deValoped

,

a structure of 'extrAordinorily pro-Chinese stereotypes, quite .extravigantly
favOrable to the Chinese. They had dime' this mainly because of the teht that
by ueing Chinese ratienaliem, as they interpreted Confusienlem. they could
attack the Catholic Church i11 their own. countries., Thus pro-Chiteseness in
the western world develops an anti--Catholic, elerical stance..

Ito French enlighteneemt was carried vet into the States, moat apecte-
cularly by Benjamin Franklin: But, it is intetsating to find Jefferson also
torn in this; direction of favoring certieitelapects of Chinese society as he
thought those had been. transmuted to the West through the philoiephes p and'
particularly 'the- idea of 040 Chinese- as a rational state, the Chinese as an
urbane and humane society, ConfuClaniam as embodying a kind of netutal ethical
sYsteta, and the Chinese exatinatio4 .system for the bureaucracy as beitg the
first major skill developed it the world for whet was believed to be a kind
of natural aristo racy of the talents.

this war red very much with the 'negative stereotype of the mer tants.
really ere the roots of American policy attitudes colas, fro

combinatiena.

XI. The second major area that l would always want to talk about in a-
couxse or a class on this theme would be to move to the Chimesepexceptione
and the validity ,thet the Chinese had for- holding moss pareoptioqs. The
most -fundamental and anduritg: one was that China essentially did. net need
iimut keel the west, and I think there ore:grounds for' saying this is one of
the moat persiatent themee In Chinese history. It is certainly persistent
nos: The Chinese felt that. Chins by and large, was -a- self-saffiCianCecenomy ,

that most of thi :inadects and the personnel that the waft could offer promised
very little except trouble, that the value syitem and the social system thet
existed in China did not need this kind of complication, that:,the ,inputs being
offered were not. necessary the structure of the Chinese-- economic life sad



that the Itind of Values and priviiegen-demanded by the foreigners Cbmieg to
China could be.nothing but dieruptive to the kind of liw.and order that the
Chinese lUaitle,claas wished to,imposeion its own subjects.

''hfk

Thus the Weetern.traders frog' the very heainqing Wore corralecl Jo the

Ceaton syetem., which was the attempt to.hold all foreignere bringing-trade
to Chita- is'and'aroundthe area of Canton. Since the Nixot visit Canton is
oecea ain'the ceater, the focus for all, western itput into Chita.

Genteel is chosen for various reasons. It is the closest majorChttes
-tetropolis,to the southeast Asian trade nexus, it leraise.tWis furthest port

.-'fros Peking in the north, thus removing the taint or ,any,otential-foreige
tint as fat se' posaible.fromthe centers of Chinese political power. It

isaelso, known that tradition had a certain criSseroteing of population
minority populations, contact with southeast Min and the major source
Chinese nigration,,so it 1.0 still overwhelmingly true= that the bulk of Chino
earerseisljn southeast Asia and the west coast of-the United States core 'fro& ,

Cantonese Ae ent.

So the;'weeterners as-outsiders and unnee -d:as when 0010
to be localized -- theae are eaJor themes to pursue. And when!,thia began to
crack, vbea,tbe westerners finally began to.britg in massive imports-to
China, the Chinese do not forget that the only profitable trade oW a massive
Poole apium.-Iya can 'go into the morality .of that andrhe':ecotomic atrace
Uwe of /t, but no other trade in the whole nineteenth century- ever developed
anything Take the impact economically to the western profit that opium did.
So whervehinebe review these early years of the western eontact, it is in
this early stage of economic imperialism symbolized by the opium war. Ch .rage

schools now in the.People's Republic always start modern Chinese history' With
the °plea war.

Ili.. A third group, moving into the nineteenth Century, is Ale shift
in pace that comes with new American attitudes) the key -one being the gro
influence of Protestant missionaries from the United States, and the very
ambiguous attitudes developed by the Protestant missionaries because of
tension:withCathOlic missionaries and tensions between British, Trench,

Garman, and.American Protestants. Aleo-reneuber the extraordinary hope,
euphoria, thrit China o6erad the largest harvest of souls that the world
ever Offered any . missionary group. This was a kind of trap' of grandeur,
the one that the-Jesuits had fallen into in the seventeenth cencury,

With this enormous euphoria the of .the Chinese onvereiOn 1
pr tential.went an astonishing Chinese resistance to conversion to Cb istiseity
and agaln, seeking the roots .of this ip very difficult. . But the Chinese put
W. a steady and complicated battle. To .chart thin through could itneif take
a whole course, bUt it must be remembered that the euphoria and the 'resistance
come right. together. So o-doea the relianCe of the missionaries penetration
of the Chinese mainland onandlitary power of theirvarious cceintr es.
opening of the internal Chinese treaty ports that the ulaaionaries were
able to enter and preach from was accomplished by military means, goieg hand,
is hand with A particularly ruthless kind of diplomacy which-was practiced
le the nineteenth century in. the China area.

, Still in the third phase goes
dthe'spread from a smallish area

coast of the States, and over to the

devel_pment of American buiiness intoner
the northeast, dow n the southern Baste

west coast. The dream of a large China



market matchedsim Ocalathe eeptpri a ghat c of ostted the missionaries, and .

ran into the root complex kind of f e businessmen ttied,to
grapple with the 'paoblem'of-why the Chinese raa a op reelatant to American

products, looking for.plots'where there wag 1 Lamore.than,aa ebeeece of

opdcie. Thefdid indeed Bove ,four heedred million customers, by the MOB,
but there were fete people in thin immenae group who wers.liVing anYwhere

above the intent° level and thete.Wae simply nowhere for purchaeing power

t6 ciao fret westev products.'-

IV A foerth petiod.that:T Me to concentrate- on for e one

lecture in my ovn yule course, though, it ieaspdatimes'regarded as ether

oPecial subject, ie that of-the Chineae eoveeant into the United Stataa.

1'd-have an ita,n, C, D, in harea.A, wee_thiahrief period of acceptance and:.
hatmeny'in the 1890e,pirtitularly in the Son Vrmaciece area, Just after the
initial gold rush, when there.watiWt.very many Chineee in the atetas and,
they were regarded with great sympathy and omageeent and treated very. wall,

and even feted, and so ea Or Ihe west coast. -41t-itaaavee very rapidly into

yalphsse BO. Whiaa thestetatic'developeent. lagalland racial'dieerimina-.

;viola agalnet the Mile*-aY, a verycomplleetd_Stery, fascinating for students
who Are interested ia.searly legal history'. We one'a)fthe real areas where
they can get right into the.doeumente in most libraries, even lairlyasmall:
ones, parttcalarly if you ean get hold of 'soma congressional findings. . Students

can very rapidly begin to study thatetructure,oa dietriminitory law. It eleoa
ultimately is e moderately happy story iv that though extraordinary, eindleal
Live laws were indeed poseed at the local level inCalifornia, eventually
these' were overturned by the _Supreme Court. .:Theee includellspeCial laws. to
discriminate against the' Chinese in whichever atea theThaPpened to beAoing
well.. For instance,- sudden enermoue'taxee'oraChinese ladndries in L.A. or
leme-Fra-nciace, or -s sudden depisiiWto change a school zoning 'structure or-

a sudden change In the right to ette witness in court cases.

That.is a pattern that develoPe thrOegh tile 1860s and 1870s and in'

phase C, it t-eoves into o-very interestang-area of hmerican and Chi se_hiatory,
the Aevelopmentiofal maeuive-antieChinese lobby in the States which was led
by organized labor.- Students . often, have coaception that there was anzr--.
`elitist reaction against the poor masses of the Chinese. 'There waa not.'
This was aalabor-formuloted.an% led position againetChinese workers,' because
it is the' very dream of America.asa free land aed a new oppoktenity that
drivea the newaimmtgrants to'so bitterly attack the ainese, who they think
are undercutting vaaa ineso the Chitese represented the Ch'ing
state. They represented. low wages, they represented what were regarded as
bed living habits, :mid they represented opium and other forms of, addiction
that were very arch feared in this American necieta.

Lastly, by the 18808.and-early 90s With, such things as -es in

Wyoming and aos.Angeles comes the development into phase D, of this sub-
category, which is mating eatiaChinese racism_ a national political platform.
The developmeet of the exclusion acts from the 1880s-through to the finial
eriumphant, really hardahitting -1904riav banning all further Chinese immigra-
tion except for certain key educated or financial aategoriesi was.Ehe result
of a protracted- national lobby. Whatever. thei. r political feelings cr their
feelings about racial. injustice, a whole series pres idents of the United

.Statesdia not feol strong enough to oppose what had become -a biapartisan,
safe issue,.



'will Chlnees reactions to all of phase iir, 1 think moving back itto China

!itPthis.point can be very. Instructive. First of ,A11,We find the many-idYered.

'tolelic48 in the 5tatee, aelloed by many-layared teasiont.is China itadlf,
particularly the development of hostility.LitpOs the Confue*an Chinese gentry

to betivthe missionaries iliGhinaand to Zhinese,eenverts. It is important,

to rem ember that the people, most often killed in'riota in China are not

toraara, because it's often :too dangerous s-to kill weiterhere,.but they

a the thipese who have been converted to C4rtetianity.

Secondly, the violent'eutbreak of the Boiler rising-which can be used
so easily to Show the craziness-or the cruelty, of the Wdldness of the Chine
or!-thelowlevel:ofciviliOation,'taken-on a very different look when you
."compare, it. with the Sort of. thing that had been going.on in Wyoming, San
Trencisco.nnd Los lingcloe,.and also lied bean-building* against the converts

ih China oVer:a thirty-Year span- Wa.lese asudden .aberrstion thane com-
pl'icated part 'of a,developing and bitter'oor racist series of attitudes

oh, both sides bf.the.Faafic;

And.lastly it leads in tills phaae five first :great manifest

-dftnet Chinese nationallum.A The Caeese begAn td amalgamate along lines
of clO48 and ecOnomic interest as epp set.to the e lier'patternings of follow-

lag Cortfucl.aa stereotypes about occupatior01 lines,. These hew developmenta

invoked mass mobilization' of students,,the involvement of WoMen,in political
bovementa, the sense of eoljAarity among werkers.:and' were mainly- trigg!red

-tar the great boycottvof 1005 in China, which Were specific reactions to the

injustiee'of the American eicClusion-aet. So you can. say the first awareness
fa kind of a global peliticel.issue as it filters into China ia-in.eouth-

esst'Oine in this'ppriod. And one can link that forward to the development
of nationalism in the KET period or in the Commin t-Farty,itself.

VI. The sixth phase covers the early twantiethcenturyv- it is the
iiret time that American business moves really,aggressiVelY and sticcbdeful4Y
into.China outside the opium area, pertieularlY in the first fifteen or
twenty years of this century. Ion get the develoPment of the British Aierican
TObaCca trust heededby Duke out-of Notth.CatelinS;-vhich built up a multi
million dollar Chinese opiratiom, and Moved aitesecigarette smoking up from

a 'mere nothing at The turn of the 'century, to think twenty or thirty hillion
cigarettes a'year by 1925, a groat triumph for American business acumerrand
also a very shreuidfuse by Vuke,and.his agents of Chinese commercial otinetur

The tame ia true for the Singer sewing maChine empire which haa one of
its most lucritiverkets in China, for Standard Oil's keroaene divisionfi

. 614 Various ether areas. Uhether or not these e-shbuld be called :!'imperialist"

or."eeoilomic imperialist" is something that good Students'arefascinated to
into.

SAT, the tobacco trust built up in C titra by Duke, muddles all of the'

conventions ofwhat imperialism - - h ee- trdtrsplants the tobacco plants

from.the -States and-grows them in Chinese soi1.R Be then -builds his factories

in China, trains Chinese Workers themselves make the cigarettes, and then
he Uses a traditional Chinese distribution system to market his proddtt inland
in China, geared to a MaASIVO imeriCOn style, advertising campaign-which he
was the first-entreprene&'to hive the sense to transmnte'into Chinese charac-
ters, into Thineat emotional ethos, sa,that Mike would always,have turin
advertising campaigns Fqr instance, in the 1920s-in one you; would see a
traditiemal Chinese scholar smoking through a long holder, in a'languich way,



.a t1Ar cigaret the other one you'd have a young flapper with bobbed

siyoung f i ns+ girl, out. with her boyfriend in a buggy amoiing. 'hue

puke vould alwayo try and hit the Araditionalistic and the moderniatic at the.
can i time

The next area which l" have marked hare is the alliance with-the
the Kuomintang Party, led bY-Chiang Kai3/40hek after 1928, which developed vary
tight';,i.ntgxrelationahips botwten the American missionary :interest in Chine
and _marginally leas iMportent ones with the Ameridan bUointas interest, a

letionahip which of course by ideology and many other- factors the CoMMuniet
party of China had to be excluded from, an indeed did many of the more radi-
al political. groups.'

It'i=important to bring in liars, or, the story doesn't_make any sense,;
the fact that the KMT-wao pursuing reformist and often' quite radical land
pOlicles, economic policies, and so,ori. The tragedy, was that they were on a
Vary small area of Chiname moil, but'they gave some reality to weatern:dreass

.

that reformism. or modernism could belexpected -ho come under Chian i-oheitio-

. leadership, that, it ne4dn't come only from the 'communiato.

Another area that has: to be considered .is the force of. Chinese nation-'
liem in this period, domestic Chinese pationalsim growing frouithe boycotts

and inter movements. lbe places like Yale-in-China, for instance, are
effectively- closed down by the communities in their own townoi by the-Chineie,
students who were theyerygradoptes from these same schools, other words;.
the Promethean force, of.some,of this education and the ideas it- introduced
to China were enough simply-to close down the.institutiona that introdUced-
Uch Ideas.

Lastly .(and as secim at- 'start, talking shalt such areas- of Chinese.:
nationalism as student paesion and the workers movement, you must switch
tack slightly) , I think of the very large numbers of Chinese students being
trained -in -the by the 1920s. Sorge, of theirsmoot able-academic, leaders-,
and political leaders,'and economists, were being sent overqUite young to
the States; were learning excellent, English and were then-taking American
bachelor's degrees, very ofter going onto Ph.D. degreeivin'eastern polliges
So When these people returned to 'China there was something' of an inevitable
brief formulation-of an'American-trainedelitewbe dominated certain key
areas. within the-economy aid Intellectual life, but who ones again..were
inevitably ,to: he suspect after the. took poWer.' One Con:tmethis
as' one way-of looking forward into the attitude: toward foreigners by the
,Commmnists,.and'their attempt to given clans label to their returned students.

VII. A seventh area would be the complicated Owings in world opinion
that-cane around during _World War It, One of these is the tippurge of Amer-
ican sympathy for-the Chinese under Japanese-aggression, and the development

the modern stereotype -of the Chinese formed in the late thirties: the
tamee.after his .retreat into:Chuagking.by Chiang Kni -shek,

Chinese:
the whole

idea of the. Burma ltoad as representing a kind of a'triumph of
to survive in the.face of Almost unbearabin.ddds, the heroism of Claire

.4,0e Channault:end the rlying Tigers, and the' excellent aervice that: they
provided tcrthe:Chinese gave a sort of a heroic and forward lookinCtilt to
this whole very- desperate military adventure.'

With this gds the corresponding di:311111Di°
at the paucity ofAmericon aid. during the



sympathy w its hig tCongress refused" to ed#ance any major loops to'
Chiang Kai nhek, the' corollary being that the Chinead understandably regarded

Harbor being,a'great blessing and felt that the forcing of Americe
into .the I./Statist inevitably remove the Chinese frft much of the. burden- for

carrying this campaign onwards in their own country.

_grwith. this is the tension betwcatt General Sti.1weii and Claire
ab wilt which really repro:Jetts poles of feelings' about politics

-and modern warfare, thatension betwea the air force versus ground,armies,
betw een- rthe concentration on office corps of the common soldier, between

the attempt to attack cliqueinni or Private reLationehips in the military

structure. President Roosevelt initdally.backed Channatlt and then backed
Stilwell, no that the American government offended.thelaff from both aides
at onde While still claiming to be backing it in public.

Along With this came the refusal .(because of Chiang Kai-s k's inui

tence) i to-s1104"American aid in any way to go to the Commtmiats4 who were

holding ut half, the front line: against the Japanese. 'ThiagaS o very
important deoilaian:that was-made for many excellent reasons, but, etrategically

and militarily it often didn't make.senee
,.,sed led to a great deal tension

in the American State Department. For those of :you who are doing,uelts on

modern America, that wee a central part of the McCarthylat era, since it was
-thesa-officere who hod in despatches suggested the. possible feasibility of
flying er air dropping some aid to the - Communiata in Yetat.' In 1943-thin.

made very good eense. In 1953, before a iIoune UnAmericam Activities CoMmit-

tee, itliniehed you. And I would certainly devote some time in looking

at the character and the auceese of George Het-shall during the!HATshall
- mission, and the delicacy ()this idea that the,AMericans tn some way Were

free or had the,right or the chance of nOtating between a ciAtil war of this.
complexity. We have lived throcgh that many times since, and if,you are
-doing 0 Vietnam course (or 'even mentioning VietnaM) the parallels are very
instructive And complicated and Interesting.

MI. The eighth level Would be the whole 'one of _ r, and Cold
Warjwatility, and if one hes the tine ittis interepting"t study the let
part ef'1949:is against 1950, and see what a major difference the Korean tear
did make, 'how very near it scene that -the Americana were to recognize the

.,ComMuniet regime in late 1949, tow strong the lobby was growing for. admitting
Commupist Chiewinte.the U.N. instead of Taiwan, and how very rapidly this
whole attitude switched once the Chinese entered that conflict.

.o

result of the Cold War hostility is that neither the Staten or

China heve much :knowledge of each other. ,From 1950 onwards you get, for
;contrasting reasons, an absence of Anerican experts in Chinaor of China
experca in Merlon.. Political taxmen:tent in the early r-icCarthy period droVe
almost 011 the China experts out of the State Department into other lines of

work, or l d o their complete dismissal, and also thinned the academic
ranks on _because of the tensions of the profession,

Out member ih China they were in the seine boat; you-c d not speci-
fically be one of these returned graduate students with a degree in political
science from Columbia or a Ph.D. from there and maybe a Yale B.A., with a.
father who had,been a high ranking officer in the KMT and a sister who had
'probably married a businessman in Hong Kong or something, and be. en acceptable

American expert i_n the Communist foreign trade bureaucracy. It just didn't

make -y sense. And no such.pcopie were by and large :removed and a much more



Joplin 0 younger group .took over who had very little.knoteledge of the country.

So that when you filially looked at tfie leadership of'Communist. Chine, of
'something like the Aledioyr hundred and fifty' people by the late 193De, I think
only a half doeen,hed *vet been to a non - Communist western eouflCrY.. And Of
the forty or'fiftY ethere.who hAd been to some kind of a foreign eountry it

(- had always 'been the Soviet Union :or for brief trips to eastern Metope. The

' only exception thVOUghout wee Chou En-lai,who had .lived Maenad's/0y in Paris
and also had viritid England and Germeny. but tilers Was nobody else of that

caliber in the eehier leaderehip. 4.

Ninth would ha how toiassess the opening Of China ae it we

tailed, i>n 1971-72; the Kisainget-Nixon policy behind it. The interesting

question, depending.on hoW deep you are getting into Ameriempolitics,' is
'whether any other,peesident could have. done it, etetherit had to be the
most proved enti..-COmmeniet politician of the last twentyyears, i1 wee able

to:Ipake oUch a leap in terms of diplomacy.,, One can remind et:Ideate that
Nixon was one of.the most aggressive members of the NUAL_Comeittee the House

--UnameriCan.Activitige Committee,' and,made great felitleaLeePiteL--out of,thie.,_
that when he Wade the Switch he was'able to answer for a large part -of the
icen.conatiteenty, that would kndeed have been very angr..

The Chinese caution about the possibilities of this rapprochenent,
linkage to big po'Wer politics, particularly their problems with the:Soviet
Union, an at leeat be discuised, and the' Chinese caution can also be ton-

irseped intereetingly with the American euphoria. What was it' in this rela-.

tionship and in the dream of Chine that. led to this seemingly inmengs deal?
The fact ''that el000t nothing has .happened sines is itaelf, intriguing-, after
the original movip-through the Shanghai 'communique the complexities of the
relationship havii become much Mere obvious. I think the original, this
total euphoria with Communist China for the first few years, maybe '71 to
'74 or even !75 of the first groups who went over, atudentgroellsi Imaines
n, academies, religious leodere, and so on, has been.replaced by a muc)a

long range sort of potential Admiration, something much more complicated,
bUt much of the'originel fascination with immediate politieal-structuree-has-
gone. So,thisidee of the unrealistic expectations in many ways echoes the
old philosophe visio and the nineteenth century businessman's vision, and
some of the early missionary euphoria and some of the 'missionary IRE euphoria.

X. Lastly then, comes trying to link all these to the:future. 'I

dwelt more on the'peet because I think in.China particularlY you never talk
about the future o the present without knowing about the past. It's

--country where history dees matter. Tht Communists put all their own docu-6
ments in historical.. terms, Mao:constantly used historical allusion, Chairman

Hue at the moment does, the same thing. They study their own-history con-
Sietently in their own schools, and they are always drawing historical
lessons. They are rewriting the books as well in different ways at differ_ n
times, but nevertheless the- talk in analogies. They understand the progrese -*
of history in the'worid in a sort of Hegelian world historical sense. They
believe that the long view does matter. They,are confident that capitelist
society will be.overthrown since that has happened to slave society and has
.happened to feudalvociety. This is important. Capitaliat society is one
more variant wheaeAlele is coming

And so the eOnceatration on our position, the emerican position. in a
close historical context as it. is understood in China is something I think.
Well Worth trying to get across to students today if we elm. les not easy.

36



In thie laet area of future problema trying to held on to pas

AO we look at them, there are four ,ebvieue'subeunits. These would be Taiwan',

the problem of What one feels about it, what aid the ethics of recognition,

vtio is'meant to be represented in this decision, what dose a majority'

in such a case -- you Can really go on fer weeks with good students,-exploring

11 the areaa'of it. TaiWanrreMeaber, hai a whole group of constituenciea.

It het ita own aboriginal population who were diopeameaned bythe original
.

Chinede eettlers, who 'then were die:Poe:mooed by the Japanese, who were `.then

diepoSiessed by the original settlers again, who were then pushed adide by

Chiang Kai-shek and the mainland Chineae.,

Secondly, the Soviet Union, an analysis of how.it is (or perhaps,Why

is) thatithe two strongest forcen among the Communist countriee ahetfid be

Lawn into, such tight hostility to each other; What is the.eneaning.efY

cialism in one country to the dream/of an international Comeunist movement

hew mach is the hostility to the Soviet Union based on the frictions along'

their border, how much on the tensions between two. very different, kiede.of

eople? This Leads you smack into the greatest 0( all hiabow questions you.

an ever ask: can national character totally transcend ideology?

Aithirdts the whole area of nuclear power, how the Chineee chooee

come into the nuclear world and how they are allowed to stay in it, whet.

dacisione they,are going to make about their oupenetgy structure, hoW they

are4oing to use nuelearpower; in fact thin baCke into Taiwan as well, since

Taiwan now has more of its power coming free. heclear aourcia than any, herj

comparable state.

The fourth area is what I call worldwifie ecological. concerns. How _

the Chinese going to bind into.the green revolution, as it's called, or rei.

siatvor join.yarious international pollution control bodies, how are they

going-to exploit their own renourcea, how do they ,feel about now turning out

to have out of the largeat oil fields left in the world when also that oil

is excessively dirty,' quite extraordinarily-end xpensively dirty with

fantastic eulphur content? What are they doing ewe that the rest of their

mejor,stracegic reserves turn out to be near the'Soviet Union, since meat

of. their moat dramatic dincoveriea have been made'in the totally arid Sinkiang

area which was regftrded lamest on a liability for's century. That's why the

ineae have been restating joining pollution control and other 4nternational

eeienta, of the Heleinkijind. ThO. feel that the poor nations have etight
dirty industry before they catch 4p and talk clean industry with the

fol. nations. I think you can draw a kind of .parallel between theChineee
view of their right to actually have a eorrosive and filthy industry unt4
they reach a higher level with the kind of argument that suggests that'bittb

control., may in fnet hnve ,genocidal implicationa.,H There are very%difficUlt

ethical areas bare: Who hen the right, to dictate what to whom dcroun what

societal economic lines?

le nll theee four areastliew
ncne power, the arena where-the no

I cell ttiea
chalice es d

nt dtmene 'one o
going to be theYi n eat.



°littler% Aftic was not very teich in the ewe 'Lb this u 'try un
nay,' Now, rather euddenly, it hip 'hit. tt ellead arida

t#d to appear before ydp today.- Uhe pose to do, it sake-

iimet4torical points, abo4 ten in number, Wringing Southern AtricleAhro

:0 the- 'stage, and to leavithe questionof what that`, United States-
holiWnow be doing for interrogation and diacuesien: 1 think the best way

for et is a hietorian to put you in the picture `is to make these historic*/
poi!'

Firat, wh to settlement began in South Africa'Afric and whits nth
0* *late adamant in making this point to.you ut the same

time as. white settlement began 4n what is now she United Stater,

giventileA4h ceeturY. And, as In the ynitedAtatia, the bite population'
dually built up through the seventeenth, eighteenth, i rrtenth,. And

twentieth centuries. So there is a certain analogy in tarts of the timing
and the .process of the development of the Whits .populations in these two
areas. However* the size of the white populatiOn in SoutherVAfrits is each
smaller than that in the United States. White louthern Africa are still
under fiVe million, people. Also, and ihile is j4ct'as signilioant, whereas
the Engiiihianguage his always, been the dole offiniel language of the United
States of haericai the Republic of South Africa has two official languages,

reflecting he persistence of _two distinct linguistic and cultural communi-
ties in its whitepopulation. In this respect* the analogy is more with
Canada.. During 'the seventeenth and eighteenth cbnturies, when the Cape
Good Hope wan administered 1:Py the Dutch East_ India Company, the settlers
Wtre or north European concinental origin -- Dutch, German, and a few Fr
The disAmandants of those eeventeenth and eighteenth century settlers are the

people now known, ea Afrikoriera and it is they who dominate the Republic of
_South Africa. British settlers began eLl, ;arrive in the nineteenth century,
the area having been conquered from Ore)104ch at the beginning of that century
but the Britinh settlers have alwaya Wa,tewer than the' Afrikaner'. And this
41.vision .permilate7.-- Vigra are: officia ), ages, English and. Afrikaana,

the mein clenrage,ifv4hite society aft is the cleavage between 'fri-
try epetrkini the tikaanayl t guage, and people of British and Jewish
int speaking the 1ng:liah 'language. The war of 1899-1902, although it

was precipitated by British imperial action, had mom° of the features of a
civil war, Wye* these two white communIA4s.

my Aext point is that whites canciuered the indigenous inh b et. of
Southern Africa, as-did whiten conquer= the indigenous inhabitants of North
AMegita, in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. While
your movement rolled westward across North Ammrica in Southern Africa the
'general direction.of movement wan north and emit from Cape Town,- at the
corner of the continent. As in America, the survivors of the indigenous
inhabitanto of $outh Africa were placed on reservations Ci.ths protein of
cenqusetsontinued. in this respect, slap,. there Were very great dif-
ferences:a FiretlY.- demographic differences. In the United Staten, of course,
the survivor* of the indigenous Indian-populations have -become-. ; email-
minority. tux the Republic of SoUth'Africa the deacendanto of the_aboriginal
Bantu - speaking Africans 'Are over seventy percent of the population, whites
are only seventeen percent of the population, and the other thirteen perCent
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tomai fplople of milted Aisretiti k loured in feuth,'

'other diffetetica la,MiWthe resirvationa that the blet<k:; inhabits tfta ended

up With eftpt !Che'pibtees of conquept waa completed constitute .one -eighth
tweive.Ond-a half percent the total area. of the'preeett Republic of-.

.11OUthlifrite twelve and 'a half percent .0he lent( for aiilatitY percent of

the population. !It la true that there are embedded in the Southern African

region. other territories,'LetOthoi. flotolOann and Swatilend#.40here Much more

01106" lend is in African haM4, Nevertheleast,i1Oonthern-Afries:as a:whole

the preteall:Of eotiqueat has reaulted in whiten4oraidglaas than one-tenth

the total population and controlling tulle= bulk of the land and certainly

lend with the moat valuable resources.,

140 nest' point is that .4110,4 0 North America the incorporat

the ConqUered'aborig ha AmhOlea into tkte economy established by the whita
vat) a aloe pr4reme butharnAfrica from the very first i white settlers

became dapaadent on the labor. pervicao of indigenous people(, The cordllar-

tee that ma blacke t land they became unable tonoduce'emough food to

maintalartheir-cuatoteery minde of 1400 And they werp,oblii0d1towork for

white people ,and eats Waaha. to buy. food pUtloay_tesea. go, in aMuch More'

dramattiO way than ,In North AmerYca*,e con0Attied to economic inter-Append

Next, a few more re,tharka about :then economy. Until just over a century

ego, SoUtbsrm Africa wne an neonomic 'backwater. There:vere-noyitgnificant

rrep;,aa,vieweci from London or Feria, or New York for' thaOatter. .A low

level fa-twit* economy a practical by whites de Vail as by the indigenous

peoplete. Then with the dramatic discovery Of diemondo.and gold, Southern

Afrfc a century of elmont.continuonaeconomit growth. Today, the

Repub of South Africa has a powerful Ind:.4.atrial economy. The conntry

tine early every significant resource required for modern industry and

reaoure61 of exceptional value, notably gold any# South

Ulto for well over half hr.t. wdrld's annual odue.tion of gold,

no about: 'fifth of the wertera :140 ' a reserven of.mranium. Uow-

po natural, and thin is the potentlal:Achillea

-:very powerful modern economy by sny:itand--

0.94eil4e of Compeer_ and incOrporation-cif the

saY,' white pen s cc ntmrol the economy and per-
_
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ilitical and congtitutlonal ottuatitttt Its St= *uth Africre.in quite

what Ametic!ada have grown up with. point nte #e to' be

mm!ff. In 1914 whet had been four- cep to DriLinli colusilva

ties union of 'South Africa, For half ,a century, it had the

membrr Of the Dritinh CommonwenIth, like Canada, Auntralin and

`'it in 1961 it became the Republic of Souxh-Africa'and left the
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commonMealtht

*ntilrY 000,re.
iegiglative
britneh of Otilt:

im*J0410 i 10 Its

legialeture COWOWOIM ttetexecutiiie branch. Furthermere, there in virtually -,L
Ineludieialrev$04 *e courts are dep,endent on the eiteeutiVe.and the legiela-
tnit. Nei' i0.000 imiy division of:powera,betweetithe'retter end thelarte;.
Thns. a1:1' teener' it tOncentrated in the Center, and at the center, in the
:parliament: and tabiMert. So in,a general ilettien ihleuth Africa, the winner
takes all ,It in iolt A question of a balance Of,powera."-between the branches
ofthe central WerOlent, nd between a"Fed0*.governelent and State govern-
silents. A parlieAketikry maj(rity in South,Africe.Mayjues a lemon any subleet,
regnOleili of Any Other int recta,' regerdleei of-anY.other forces, slid that
law will be VallAAAA V111 be enforeed-Wi,hk'CourtS:and the pence. . The
Vileopis Mho n eto'in par lamentary electiona in,SoUth Africa Havre always
burin exclulaiWY whit49 and now nobody may vote who in not officially
claselfled ae 4 !Alto permon.: It *Adana that seventeen percent oflthe4popela.
bion control= the r4iLicalayetem; sod. eince .the major-cleiyage atoong the
vhiiea itcbetwitthati,..hfrikaner ran, ority and a-minority of British 'descent,

ipeg:As ifie whit4 vOtitical partial) are organized on ethnic linen,' it
mehns tht the whi441 sysisit is dominated by an Afrikaner party, Thin is the
cante. Slne0 04:Ifi,t4onal Fatly came intd power in_' 1948 it blip never 'looked

-like losing an elinetiow. It in easeatially:en.Afrikener nationallat party.

tion is modeled ii;`'th h eYetem of pertli
$ no divitsiOn of p mere at the -s between
and a judldial_branCh. The eabia t, thsAs'neu,tive
Ogled of the leaden; of the party ,that 'Ilton-i

legielature in ,g A-general election. Thls.the.

Ageing thia demo*raphic, economic and ,political background, let lit,
now look' at tr AOA 10 policy -Making. Here mein I invite you to think of the
AMerican cemps000fil Ifecouse,onese own experience helps one to understand whet.-
ban beenhapp.aninA'im South Africs. Until the end of World War II there was
nothing very: ent.tetAll 1,h the *tracture of South African peciety. The United
8taten wow atilt OP Ole Jim Crpw exa. For nearly all etAfrita, truCh of Asia
and moat of the callbbenn it7wah still the colonial ere: Structural, faciaM
pervaded much of the world, in that ern, the white government of South Africa
had a pelicy t1* It tailed segregation. It was not applied very rligidlT,sy::.
and there- were tWonal variations. For example, in Cape lown4there_1444 4
relatively- mistionahip between peopled of different ethnic,"46044
And lingnintic hacktpquede. There wan a conniderSble amount` of social, ,mi'ri'ng
in Capreten. ZhOr,0 W4e virtually none when you. got right into the .interior,,
to plates ilia AabAtfteshurg, Pretoria', and Bloemfontein. 'A1e0; thereimere
loophdlee in thA loyfatAmli practices drat' wore inconsistent with'aegregStion
dogma, For exampth black men elected a few white people to roprenent them
in parliament. ThAt'a nut: saying much, but. it was isen,by no 40(A Ot4rtillg\
point for the bnitaTAR up of effective black participation. in the constitutional
proceia. It wes-st)eVotie atepbut ,t; departure frown.
rigidly conaintak: 00Atem of'.abenIiite whit.dominetion. Through the Sepond
World War, the-x.0 10mo, South -Africa did not nee to "b4 very different sort
of place from thA 00M0ern United Staten.
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Africa alone, change haalleen in the opposite direction: a tightening of

the 'system of segregation. Indeed, the best book written, by a soclologis

en:Modern.South Africa has the title Madernizin Racial Poroinationfifwhich

sumaup:the process. Everyone in South Africa 1s now classified by, race e-

Whitei Coloured, Asian, or African. If one is African one is also classified

by "Ptribe,"a term l don't like but nevertheless,it, is-used. .S0 every South

AfriCan has a document indicating who he or she is in ethnic terms and who

he or:ahe is in ethnic terms determines a person!s life Opportunities to an

inordinate extent. One:may only marry within one's own racial group as

-defined bY the' government. Sexual relations.between whites and others are

unlawful. There is no longer any black participation of any sort, even

indirect, it the election of the parliament which, as I have explained, is

legallx allepowerful; the few elements of black participation have been re-

moved. There is compulsory racial segregation in terms of where one raeylive,

where one may be educated, and With whom one may form political or industrial.

associations, and this system is very rigidly applied. For example, there

is an act which has been enforced quite ruthlessly over the years called the

Group *mils Act, which Alan Paton once criticized in moving terms. This is

the Act that determines where one lives. Under it, the police have moved

thousands of people from the places where they were born, and in some cases

where their ancestors lived for many generations, because the government pro-

claimed they were white areas.

The word apartheid has become well known, indeed notorious throughout

the world. The National Party coned it shortly before it came into power

in 1948. Apartheid means separateness. The positive aspect of the policy

concerns the reservations. These territories, amounting to twelve and a half

percent of the area of South Africa, cons 1st of over eighty rreparate blocks

of land. The government regards them as forming "Homelands" for ten different

African "tribes" or "nations". It has created political institutions in the

homelands and it encourages their governments to advance to independence.

In terms of South African law, the first Homeland became formally independent

last year. This is the "Transkei." No other country in the world has

recdgnized the Transkei as an independent state, and the reason is this.

Indgpendence sounds fine, but under South African Law a black person may

exercise political rights only in-his Homeland, and not in the rest of
the

country where virtually all the resources are and virtually all the wealth

is produced- That is the catch in the formula. African political rights,

and everything that'flows from the exercise of political rights, are deemed

legitimately to exist only in the Homelands; in the remaining eighty-seven

and a half percent of the country ,Africans are deemed to be temporary visi-

tors and therefore not entitled to any political rights at all. The Coloured

and Indian peqple do not have reservations, so that the government find8 it

difficult to apply apartheid theory, to them. But the government has created

councils elected by Indians on the one hand and Coloured people on the other,

and given them limited, delegated powers, which the government can override

if it wishes.

h& South African governm ent is quite ruthless In suppress ng op o

tion. The police and the bureaucracy efficiently administer a host of

coercive laws. Moreover, if only'for economic reasons, an African is very

hard pressed to attempt to contest the system, because if he does so he

loseti his Job and is sent to his Homeland. You see, therefore, chat whereas

South Africa was not a particularly unusual country until after the Second

World War, it, dild its client states Rhodesia (or Zimbabwe) and South West

Attica (or Namibih), hove now become unique. The last survivors of the
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During t he t?werstieth centurYwav'r Afriearti have contrived to bedone
sent residents cf the-industrial areas. .The nost conspicUens exaMple

Soweto, the big black township juat'euiside Johannesburg, witIL
Ilion people .or more -- there is no accurate count available. Soweto'
a the milt black service conthunityl for the white people .of .Johannesburg

.A.J7lackAaprican Yale undergraduate..wrent there last year and confirms what
I have.heardfromotbers who have been able to get inside the Soweto community.
Their culture is very' like the culture of'llhrlen-in.New York end analogeus
communities elsewhere in the United States:, ah ebullient proleterianculture.
White South kfricans are almost completely unaware of the.creetive..vigox among

e subordinated peoples; an ignorance Which is--typical of ruling classes in
sharply stratified societies. The coat industrialized, inmost respects the
at modern black people-ln.oll the African continent are those, in the

.

Republic of South Africa, and yet they are the one black population _

ontinent who de no ve any effective Political power. That is an =re-
-ordinary' irony.

In the lait few years a
developed in the Minds of the s
19500 the government created fiv.
for-African, Coloured and Asian
of ideological. control. However
in these colleges and is has 00vvenetr
SyStom,

enSe of black conecieueness has'
pies of South Arica. In :the late

y and ethnically segregated colleges
hoping to use them as instrumento
ck consciousness movement took root
ed widely thteughout the school

A phase of overt black Teaistance was broken by the police in the mid-
1960s, but since 1972 there has been opposition, starting with strikes up
and dam the country. This has 'Peed a considerable achievement, since in
nearly every case it is unlawful for Africans to strike. Then in 1976 there
were widespread riots, starting in 5oweto. Moreover, in the last couple of
years black power has come right to the borders of the Republic of South
Africa. Previously Angela, 110Zotilbig4o and Rhodesia formed a buffer between
black-controlled Africa and the Republic of South Africa, and the Republic

awas able to prevent th three weak black states south of that line (totswna,
Lesotho. and Swaziland) from becoming a threat, But with the independence of
Angola and Mozambique and the developeent of guerrilla warfare in Rhodesi
the chellengefto white power has rescued the borders of the country. In
lhedesio, .the white regime 1000 as though it can't hold out much longer;
that country is _likely to become transformed into a black-controlled Zimbabwe.
Likewise, SoUtb 'west Africa is likely soon to be transformed into a black-
controlled Namibia -- the name that the Unitedlations'has applied to it for
a long while now.

You will recall. that during the lost couple of years 'was Cuban troops
who determined in large measure the outcome of the civil Worin Angela, and
more recently no less a person chart the president of the,Soviet Union has
,visited South Africa's neighbors. rher various WayS.Of interpreting the
buildup of the power and interest of the S -Vnion and Cuba in Southern
Africa. I shali1.be interested to hear Your judgment on this. The South
African government says, "This is what wehaVe,been telling' you all the time.
We are the -main bietion against Coal Mpointii its tha.,African Continent, .and you
should realize that it is in your interest to shppott us." The other point
of view is that it is the_ racism and cruelty practiced day by day by the white
regimes that have created such easy'apenings for the Soviet Union to exploit
in Southern Africa.
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What, finally, axe the prospects? >< am afraid that the longer the

time that elapses without blacks being admitted Co an effective share of

power in South Africa, the greater the likelihood that the transition will

Ultimately be violent, and the successor' government radically anti-weeterft.

The longer change is_delayed, the More violent the change will be and the

.moue .radical clie outcome. Angola and,Mozambique nay beregarded as precedents.

That's Precisely what :is happening there as a result of Portugueaelntransig-

ence in the past. There is elk, a.danger of an international conflict emerging
mout of a conflagration within Southern Africa. Great Powers ay become

-involved, and if that were to happen there would be grievous risks of a dis-

ruptive internal division in the 'united States, sparked off by the racial

factor that is the essence of the Southern African problem. Unless we Are

careful, we could be back to the horrors created in this country by the-Viet-

nam war.

In y judgment until _the last few months of his tenute,Secretervof

State Kissinger was. on the wrong track in ttfrica. le beganto move in an
appropriate direction at the very end, but too late to carrY conviction to

black Africans. I think tha'the Carter administratit -n has got off to a good

start, at least symbolically, arid symbols are very important, and it hoe a

better chance than its predecessor of making a significant contribution o

the solution of these incredibly complex problems.
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Problem can-Soviet,:Relationa

hank,Yeu.for- your introduction. When I wasspreparing- the outline4
this talk I kept debating with myself what -I shoUld:dolhe title was el ic,
and elastic titles arepof.cebree,the:,beettitiesq-but:.hov,doeetteefill the
body of the talk to make it correspond ta,.the title, encl'at thesame'time avoid
regurgitation of all too familiar.themes?--Ifinelly decided that I would select
a few:problems -not in day-to rliey: ipdlomacy between America and the Union§
but in:perceptienland understanding..

The thatetruck've in'mystudiesof relations) e the
Soviet. Tinian- and UniteciStates wet:the:swinging pendUltanet pinion,sad
attitude. Theoeswings,,sonetimes-reletivelyminor and'at Other timesHef.tre-:
mendous amplitude, to somextent 'determine the'.eourse of.'polic)% SaOl-aboallY
determine it in the:Wrong-way. :Lettee illustrate :the point..

When the.:BolshevikRevolution.broke out in :the fa of Wilson!
at impulse was to-weledmait Was.given:the:idea-the the= Bola

geiug,to-make a Reparate.peseewith:germany,end=eince the,umr-again
ny WaeLthaprincipal-preetcueation -of everybody iaIngiandaind Prance:and

:the United States,'the 13014hevikaWereperceiVed.itmedidtelaathe
-rsiser:Oermank, as a throat. 'Within-Jest-a feW monthattesttitUde toward them
changed.,fromd'traditieWlumerieen.Walcoming:__ revolutions *0,1a fearjhat this
particular revOlution might .wOrk to the benefit<,of the Men, to-thebenefitaf the

444ser.

the swing away from he- welcsrning of the revolution wentfur b
and in.. twenties this country went through what became known as the Red
A eo onitant was non-recegaltion of Russia, until Roosevelt was elected. One
Of the things that he wart to accomplish, of course, was to normalize relations
with Ruaala,'and-so the pendudemhegan to swing again, until the outbreak of the
Second Worldlier, or rather, until the attack of Germany'oa the Soviet Union and
led of Japan on 'the United States made the Soviet Union and the United States
luctant allies.

vet, it seem :psyche of the American people canadt stand half
reeasures. It has to see `things in almost Zoroastrian terms. The st,rugg of

Ahura Mazda against Ahriman -- God against the' devil.' And so' if the Russians a
out allies and the eneMica of littler, obviously they must be angelic'hecause
nervy is devilish. Having arrived in the United States during /the war4.I was.
very much surprised to see otherwise Well informed people talk about-the-proponents
of democratY, the defendeto of human 'rights, .-the United States; Great Britain,: and
the Soviet Union. That sounded very peculiat to somebody who grow up during the
StaliRist terror, but apparently it was Impossible in the United States to think
of the`4Pviets as incidental allies who were on oar aide because Hitler fo forced
them to be Dyne cur side. 1.

The pendulum swung again in fair
was represented as a benign pr

Mf the Soviet Union to the extent the
ce, his pipe clenched in his teeth.
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'ere were movies for instance, I renembet two, one called,"The-Song o Huae a,"

sat in the movie stupefied by that presentation. Or another one, "Mission .t0

A38COW," which was based-on a novel-- excuse re, on a book. by John Leviee, Aner

Ambassador in Russia; if 1" called it a novel I did it because it is tothing but

fiction, a -book that really bas no relation to any reality that ever existed in

the Soviet Union..

There were other epispdes which sounded very strange to me at the time.

Again at the risk of being too personal,. let me give you an example of had

chamged perception. I was a freshman at Stanford University. I sat one day-

fhe dormitory reading a newspaper. It was the San4rancisco Chronicle. In

they were publishing daily travel notes of the then vice president of the Unit

States, Henry Wallace. He reported that he was traveling through Siberia

host was a kindly gentlemen by the name of Goglidze.- This gentle n, the

president said, was apparently in charge of philanthropic Organizations, c

kindergartens, construction of schools. And he then proceeded to tell how t}

Mr. Goglidze showed him around and how he was impressed with all the progress that

veld being made. t 'couldn't believe my eyes. Everybody in the Soviet Ur11.04 knew

that Goglidze was the director of the GULAG, of the. central adeinistretece oe

concentretion camps. The question which I asked myaelfWas, hew is it possible

that'a fieshmen at Stanford who spent.sone years in Russia knew th1s, and those

Wheerere,supposedto brief the- vice president of the United States before ha

went ,to the 8oViet Union didn't?

Well, the question has never been answered to my satisfaction- It was

large extent this'rather-nalve view that somehow being comrades_ in arms against

Hitler had resolved all the problems and the conflicts between the United Stetes

and the Soviet Union that was responsible for the shock of the onset of the Geld.

War. If American attitude_ had been realistic, or if youriast cynical, the leviers

of opinion in the UniteeStates would have said to themselves, "in the realm of

international relations- there is no law sad anarchy prevails, 1(the kind of tiling

described by Hobbes' war of-all against;. all alliances are momentaxee they shiftW
and change. Today you are with this fellow against the' other, tomorrow age turn

round:." Then the Cold War itself would not have been such a, tratalariC eltptCrIte-,

this was not the case.

Ideas were spread and embedded into the consciousness of the people, thin

somehow a perfect universe was going to .arrive after the termination of the var;

and when, instead, the_conflict erupted, the measure ofeAmerican reaction to the

Soviet Union woe perhaps much greater than the facts warranted., Again l.et ale

illustrate.,

The Soviet- Union in 1945 was a weak nation, and so it was in '46 amid '4

it made Chreatening gestures. It engaged in activitiee that appeared quite

one and sometimes were. Without analyAing the actual cepaceties of the Seeie

Union, withoutpnying too much attention to the feet that the United Stilted

time had a monopoly of power, America once again elevated the conflict into remeea

physical struggle between good and evil, and got caught In precisely the setae kind

of political-psychological trap fron which it was just emerging at the end of the

war.
1
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in turn is a result of a very deep -gnoranee of what the UniOn
-ealiy is. Rene again. I could give you some exsnipl.u0. In recent years, a resu

revulsion against the Vietnam war, a revulsion which In many ways is initeus7
ed,,a new school- al historians appeared ori the scene. They are knoWn' as re-

visionists, -Revisionist historians devote considerable amount of space .in their books
to Soviet-American relations and inevitably whatever the_ United Stateu hasdoneeomes
out bad, and then by the inner logic of the situation, what the Soviet Union has done
mast -be good. / am very much impressed by the fact" that of all .the revisionist
historians that I know, perhaps only one can reed NMetian. Now, this is net a joking
matter. What would you think of dine who wrote a book about Anglo,lrenchrelations_
in the period, of the Smerican Revolution and the emergence of the American RePublic,
the emergence which depended very largely on the position that France took vie-a-vie
British colonies, and.discovered that the man could only read Englist. and Navajo?
Mai, his credibility would diminish., I realize that Russian seems to be just as
difficult as Cambodian or Pashto, but still people who devote years of research to
problems of America's relations with the other major military power in the world today
ought to know something more about the Soviet tinica than what they read It standard
textbooks. Yet knowledge of the Soviet Union is frequently lacking in revisionist
circles. -

- Not knowing the Soviet Union, leads to very peculiar errors. For instance,
during the Second World War Roosevelt went around, assuring everybody t he could-,
handle Stalin.,'Analyz'6 that for just_a second. What does that imply. It implies
that Stalin.is Jim Farley, or that Stalin is the Republican,bose of, Ramses City.
And somehow, Timeany Hall, Denocralic politics of New York, all of this hos equipped the
president to handle Stalin:' Rut Stalin comes, as the Russians themselves say, from
another opera. The whole frame of reference ie different.. You don't "handle" Stalin.

And so Roosevelt, Meeting withr,Stalin, was really dealing blindfolded. He did
not understand the elements of the equation. He didn't really know what he Was after.
And what happens? ,Roosevelt goes to Yalta, and while possessing fivirtual monopoly
of power at the and of the war, a monopoly which shad never existed-before in the
history of the,vorld, he make;concessions to the Soviets, net even knowingigiat he
is making concessions. 'I-am not saying one should not make concessions, bWrif you
are going to make concessions, do favors, you should receive something in return; at
least a measure of gratitude If nothing else, or at least you should be aware-that
you ate making concessions, But here the [Jutted States Government was making con-
ceSsiona and was riot really aware that it vats king concessions to the Soviet



Union, hdtab i.shibg unfavorable orders in central Zurope, saying that we lad no
cbai.ee, that nothing elde 'meld le done. Well, this is something with which.' cannot
agree because I feel that there were many, many choices open to,the United States..

And thereIs mounting evidence from the oth r side that the.Soviet government
ulinet belleVe Its eyes! The.war asap coMing to A end, Russia was devastated,

had bled badly, had lost perhaps twenty to Werity-five million people in that
needed time to reconstruct herself, and yet .she was in a position to be aggresaive,

nmle exCessive demands,-to move:into new areas which had never been within her purview
all, ead the United States found itself on the definsive,.giving up positions and
ring, terribly scared.

The next stage was the Cold Wax, where once again there Vets a total reaction.
dOn't want to say,it was a totalitarian reaction, but it was,a total reaction.
1 of a sudden distinctions had to be obliterated. Russia,. Communism, China, all
these_became a single enemy that had tb be combatted, had to be fought at any price,
-here. The lines had to be drawn so rigidly that whether it was some local affair
ietnam or whether it was Berlin, it all didn't matter any longer. The important
_g-was that one had to stand like a rock against-some metaphysical threat called

`Communism. Not a very thoughtful way to deal with foreign relations..

Tie idea that internatioual communism was a mOnlith was only half true,:but
something which is half'true is also half false. The distinctions between Ra sin,
communism, et cetera, were-obliterated.even in the face of indications Chat th
soviet system ob the communist world werenot monolithic Which, of course, had
_come clear as early as 1948. It was then that. Tito defected, and. if Tito, who was

bald of the Comimtern, who had lived in the Rotel lux in Moscow in the 1930s,-
had been involAred in the Spanish civil war, who healebeennursed at the breast
alit, so to speak -- what a horrible imagejlaughter). if. Tito could. defect,
couldn't somebody else defect?

-The other terrible mistake was about Chin mistake was compounded of

many elements. Sone of you who are old enough, and othstswho have been reading about
it, may remember the sentence, "We loseehina." In the first place, did we own it to
lose it? Was it ours to lose? In the second place there was an implication, that
if we lost nine then the Soviet Union:found Chins-afd presumably-put China into its
pocket. How.do you put a nation of six hundred million people into your pocket? You
can occupy Bulgaria, you can rule East Germany, but what do' you do-wIth China? ,More-
over, when you have not evea introduced troops into Chita, how is China a Rusaian
satellite? You know, the terminology is funny. 'When. China becomes 'Russia's satellite
what happens? Even astronomically it's impossible to.conceive. It's an image like

o tieing nursed at the breast of Stalin, China being Ramie's satellite!

I'm not saying that there was no relationship between these two that they
not allies, that they were not Conperating,,that their union or alliance could
resent a threat to the United States. Quit that's not the wayit Was represente
represented to the public and -- I'm not accusing the leadership in the United

Wee of fooling the pvblic, they themselves perceived-it this way that somehow

4?



China 'was now part of Ruse
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These are some typical mistakes, and, one coul continue this list, but I would
e now to move to another area nrand-perhaps closer = to the present. Certain_ mistakee

of p licy havebeen:recognized,'peoplehaveeeen-that indeed-Tito had really defected
the Soviet Union, that:the-communist world was not monolithic, thatfChinswas

of misaia'a satellite but,in facttoday Russia's greatest headaehe and greateit
threat, that the:SevietUnion keeps-more troops along th,e borders of:China,, and those.
bordets'are,abeut two thousand miles long:. All of these things have been recognized and,
Ihe.peridULUm swings'. The public thinks, Well,..Russia presents no:danger. Perhaps
e. should make-more cenceasions? Perhaps:weshould unilaterally give to Russia this,
that, and the Other.thillg.. MBAs dangerous because it is not realistic, and I
would like:to'seggeetcertala Presuppositions about Soviet foreign-OolicYs'certain
constants. -

First of I feel that Soviet policy, Soviet- foreign policy,-ianbe conceived
analogous to the view that the earIYJ-loslems held of the world. Seventh and

eighth tenturyIslan divided the.world into two aegmenta. One.Was called Daru'l
islami, the abode of Islam, sad the other was called paru'lliarb,` the abode4oflwar.
Whatever was not within the limits of the Moslem.community Wag in the area where
warfare was conducted. In SONitt theory 'whatever is not within the circle of com-
-nunian is that other .part of the world; it is the world or the abode of Or. You
don't howeto fight adtud s there, but the attitude id set by this belief.

Conflict Is inevitable the Soviets believe. Conflict inheres in the nature
of things, not only between societies but within society as well. Within societies,
what in the motor 'of history? .1t is class conflict, and class conflict is violent:.
lenin.said, repeating Engels and Marx, that no class (and this. could he generalized
to say no group of people) has ever surrendered. its power without being compelled to,
do so by force. Therefore, all social issues are ultimately resolVed by preponderance
of force on one side or the other. And.if you don't want to fight wars but want to
win, the only thieg,you condo is to accumulate such a preponderance of force on your
nide that the other :Side will give in without fighting.' Then you can have a peaceful
society, StilI the determinant is not good will, it-is not voting, it is not rational
disceurse, it is the presence af overwhelming, force.

If military conflict LB inconceivable; if in view 'developments in modern
.technology it is no longer possible to risk an'outright 4r, a nuclear war, then
that conflict must continue In all the other possible forms in order to achie;ie
the same end:. This is sot something that the Soviets conceal. This is stated every'
day in44e Soviet newspapers'', They say, co-existence, yes, but co-existence only
means the ,continuation of the conflict by other means, through economic "-struggle
and especially, they emphasizer.that there can be absolutely no comprdiaise on the ideo-
logical front. The struggle must go on. Ome system or.anothermust win

think that fromthe.point of view of United States policy that isn't so bad.
If Americana don't have enough faith in their system to.believe that they cannot
win in a non-military ideological-struggle, Cheri they'de.aerve to lase. Right?



they are confident that they cannot be defeated in ideological or economic
truggles, then they-can take heart and proceed to conduct the kind of policies

which would assure their victory without vjolence and recourse to atomic vars..
This makes me optimistic. lip until this point I mayllave sounded. to you as one.

of the prophets of doom. But, Oven this new element, and by the way we owe, this
sort of analyals.to the late Ivry Kruslchsv who dared to modify theory. He acknowledged

that a total military confrontation with an atonic war-was inconceivable and therefore
all the discussions from now on have to be either about mutual annihilation or-about
the struggle and conflict Within the framework inscribed for'us by, the dread of atomic:.
weapons, and therefore in essence n11 conflict now is peaceful conflict. It may not

be peaceful in the sense that there can he-small wars, ,the.re can be trouble in Africa,
there can be something happening in the Middle rant, but s#11 the ultimate weipmewill
nOt be utilized. This is precisely what coexistence means in Soviet parlance-.

If that is true, all agreements, all underatandings with the Soviet Union are of

a tactical nature. They are tole entered into, kept, or violated depending on'
whether they contributertothe ultimate victory of onelaide or the other. They are to

be kept,if they are profitable, and mluatjs profit? Profitable is that which in the

long runi leads he victory of My side over your aide. There is no other calculus.

recent years, Soviet theory of foreign relations has sustained some very
daraging blow, and it is possible att. revisionism, of which China accuses the Soviet
Union, will indeed work its acid influence on Soviet thought. Nothirg in the world

is changeless. The great blows that -have been inflicted on Soviet theory, of foreign
policy were inflicted by Tito and by China; When Marxian analysis assumed that conflict
was the result of the existence of private property, it was all very easy. in order
to create frpeaceful -world you hod to abolish privute property, and just as abolition
of)rivate.property in land and means of production eliminates class struggle and
ther4fere all violence within a society, so the eliMination of private property in
land,. end moons of production'in all the countries of the world eliminates the posgi
bility of conflict'letween nations. 'It was a marvelous dream. It was profitable

for the Soviet t Union and it was good for humanity to foment revolutions' everywhere,
because once CermanY, Great Britain, Japan, and mat of all the. United Staten,

became c©mmur st nations without private:property in land and means of production,

there would h no possibility of fighting wars,- Since all wars, as Lenin explained

-were the pronct of conflicting .capitalist inteneos which reflect private property.

Well, there comae Tito and theta Caine the hinese, and look at the tartihl

dilemma that both the Soviets and the Chinese fate. If the.Sovieta and the Chinese
have a conflict, then by definition one of them has not abolished private property.
One or the other of these two must be a capitalist society- The Chinese have.had

the.virtUe of consistency. They have come out and said that under Krushchev the Sov

Union had secretly restored capitalism. You may not have. heard.aboUt this, and I an

not aware of it either, but apparently capitalism has been restored In the Soviet Orli n.
Otherwise how can the Soviet Union be so beastly to China? The Soviets haVe.neve

come out and fluid that China has restored capitalism. They haveicircumvented th

theoretical question by blaming sinister individuals' momentary deviatiol; which,
murao, from the pppt of view of Mariint philosophy in arrant noutienae. BLit it

very difficult 'ally longer' to ,believe that, a simple nolution to international problems

ies in the nulelPlieetion of Soviet type nocietie



What is going happen to the Soviet Union, the Soviet leadera must now
thitik, if Italy go0s c ommufilst, and then France goes communist? -Somebody 'has
aid that the greatest dread in the Kremlin is that all of Germany would go

communist.

In other words Soviet bloc not only is not monolithic, the toviet
Union not only has-a problem with China or with Yugoslavia, but within-the Soviet
Union itself_ there in no longer a certainty as to whether the theory koldaq and
more and more Soviet policy becomes a policy of nationalistic improvisation
That in some ways is bad, especially if you are inclined to be idealls.tic.
some ways it is good, because the policy of nationalistic improvisation allows.
mutual accomodation. It allows bribery and dirty deals which in the state of
international, anarchy is the best you can get in order to avoid going to war.

And ,so I do'no t aes.the next, let us say ten or fifteen years of relations ,

between the United States and the Soviet Union as dominated by the same kind of
raw and frightful metaphysical struggle between good and evil, but rather now.
n much more mundane political. struggle over little advantages here and there,,
pinpricks, mutual insults, little'retreats, little advances. All, of themcalcu-
lated.to increase ndventages but not to pdah so far pa' to provoke-a great conflict.

If this analysis has any value, one will have to look at the specific areas
of conflict, and these of course are Obvious. The Middle East, .where by the ways',
the Soviet Union has suffered acme very serious reverses. Oneof the Most serious
reverses of all, of course, was suffered not in Egypt but in Syria andyith the
Palestinians;'where the6Soviet Union armed Syria in order to promote the Pales-,
tinian cause, aed the Syrians tgok those arms and smashed the Palestinians. The
Palestinians were smashed by the Syrians with Soviet arms, And by the Lebanese
Christians armed by Israel with American arms. It's absa14tely incredible.
Twenty years ago who could have guessed that a thing like this could possibly
happen. But the SoVlet Union today does not have its foot, firmly in the Middle-'
East the way it did only ten yearn ago.

`Other areas, Africa -- and here is something which la entirely unpredictable,
becsuge the American preen has the habit of putting tags on things. For instance,
th0 Lebanese Christians are called Rightists. I cannot understand'why they happen
tdbe Rightists. Street sweepers, shopkeepers, hewers of- rocks, are all Rightists
they are Christians. If they' happen to be Moblena they can be like }Camel Jumblat,
the,Druze.qeader. They can be feudal lords, living in cantles on top of mountains.
They are stillLebanese Leftists. 4.klind of magic operates there that is beyond
my. understanding. Royer mind. ,As for Africa, the situation in even more confusing.
Ms6riee Tsh9mhe'a right wing Kat/Inge gendarmes, with the help of Cubans, are invading..
well, you know the story, Itia again beyond comprehension.

There is no doubt my mind that'the Soviet Union will.be very hippy to
Intrude, but haVe wry ave doubts first of all that it will get very far in

xt such an-thia-and -.second, that_it is particularly dangerous to- the Uni
aces.



Since my time is alMost. over and since usually the speaker is asked for
his prescription, I haVe the last item on my outline entitled "What is. to be dune,"
the title of a-famous book by Chernyahevskii, a Russian radical thinker of the
nineteenth century,- and of one by Lenin.f,So, what in to be done? We must recog-
ntie first 0 All the reality of a,protreeted conflict, somehow we must -- and .thin
has been said `so many'times before -- somphow we must get over the American de0re of
settling a thing, in a clean fight, man to man. There is no settling of this dispute.
It juat has to peter out. It may take a century, and it-may take two. Again,
the comparison between-the elnahkof Christianity and 'Warn may.be instructilie.
Today nobody seems to be frightened in the Moslem countries of Crusaders appearin
again. Nor does Europe seem to be, afraid that the Saracen will be upon it.. filar issue

ju#:t went away.

With the Soviet Union also one just has tel'uait. And it is going to be a very
164 wait, and the question is, are the Americans prepared for that kind of effor
foie an indefinite prolongation in our lifetime and perhaps in he.lifeiime of our
children and grandchildren, of a world not bi-polar any longer, bUt still a world
whore tensions exiut and determine our lives?

I posit then that the U.S.S.R. will continue to ntrl.v e for preponderance
----;power, but it will not be n simple military confran.tation. The United' States firs
of-all must not do certain things. It must not drop it guard, it must not make
unilateral concessions, it must not permit Resale- to chobse the weapons and the time
of dueling, it munt not ample impossible. burdens and get itself involved in all kinds
of conflicts for the su essful conclusion of which it lion neither will norresources.
It must not assume that every non - communist regime deserVeaaupport and every com-
munist regime in a three to its existenceAmd it also -must not forget, which sometime
hns been done in the past, that worms are nos- entirely aeon nbS from ends. This is
a kind of a negative catechism if you wish.

But then there are _in positive things that the United States must do if
it is to engage in the conflict. First of all it must he prepared fo'r the swingfl..

of the pendulum and not go with -theae'swings, not be completely hopeful one moment
that all the pXobleMs of mankind are going te-be resolved, and in the next moment fall
into the deepest and darkest pesnimis in. which one reaches for the atom bomb to
elipVe ones tension. "If we cannot come to agreement in the `month of June, let's
fight.".Jhat,hati to be avoided at all costa. The United Staten must be willing to
make, minor accommodations, lessen tensions here and there, without giving In on
principles. The United States must foster a kind of international order:in which.

Soviet Union would become no enmeshed in the wehHof interdependence that it will
be more and more weakening or unprofitable for the Sevket Union te initiate dangerous

violent fiction. Finally, and this is perhamthe mOt important, the strength of
America Ultimately must depend on the strength of its home front, on the demonstration
of 4mcrica'n own capacity to solve the gravest problems that confront an inchistrii
civilization In the twentieth century « energy,-ecology, distribution of wealth,
-education, racial and ethnic tolerance, defence of human rights, these things, if they
are taken care of at home, will provide the strength that would make it possible to wag
the neither pence nor war conflict with the soviet Union, if need'be, for two hondred
years and still come out all right. A collapse on the home fronteould menu a victory
for as Soviet Union.

V


